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PBlFACE • 
The p~rpose of this paper i8 to investigate British aDd American 
relations with To~saint Lo~vert~re and the effects of their policies in 
Saint-Dominca., especially on the career of that great Negro leader. Before 
revol~tion accomplished the overthrow of the ancient French monarchy, Saint-
Domingue, the weatern aection of the ialand of Hispaniola, which ia known to-
day as Haiti, was not only the richest colony ot France b~t the wealthiest 
colonial posseasion of any nation in the entire West Indies. Following the 
breakdown ot a~thority in the island conseq~ent on the political ~pheavala 
in the mother co~try slave ins~rrectiona added interracial strife to the 
bitter political conflicts and civil war already r&g~ and res~lted in the 
~tter devastation of the colony. Oat of the chaos prodaced by this impact ot 
the French Revolation on Saint-Domingae arose, in the person of an unassaaing 
ex-alave, a military commander of the first rank who aeemed capable of restor-
ing order in the distracted colony. As ~ rebel against France daring tha Re-
pabllcan and early NapoleoniC period when the United states aDd Great Britain 
were at odds with France Toassaint came into the international plans of the 
British who were ever interested in the Caribbean trade empire. In the 
United States Federalists, aware of danger trom England and Napoleon yet 
e&ger to snare in that trade, directed American policy along one line, anti-
Federalists along another. The effects of these conflicting political aima 
and divergent Anglo-American views on the fortanes of Toassaint Loavertare 
and Saint-Domi~e, and their reactions on Britain and the United states 
will constit~te the sabject of the following study. 
iii 
• 
THE EMERGENOE OF TOUSSA.INT LOUVERTURE 
The islaDd of Hispaniola, discovered by Oolwabua on his first voyage 
to the new world, was called by the Spaniards Santo Domingo. By the Treaty 
of Ryswick 1697 Spain ceded to France the western third of the island, 
originally a base for piratical expeditions against the mainland. Instead 
ot changing the name to S&1nt-Dominiqae, the French eqaivalent of Santo 
Domingo, the French Gallicized the Spanish term and called their colony 
Sa1nt-Domingae. l Sugar became the leading crop of this lection, aDd for itl 
cal tare thousands ot Negro slaves were imported from A.frica. They contri-
bated greatly to the prosperity of the island, bat their own lot was a very 
hamble one; so when a Negro boy was born, towards the middle ot the 
, 
eighteenth centary, of slave parents on the Breda plantation of Haut-da-Oap, 
no record apparentl,. was made ot the event. At lea8t, none has been pre-
.erved. In any case, no one coald have foreaeen, at that moment, that this 
rather frail slave baby wou.ld become the greatest and mOlt famou ci tizen ot 
France'. prized colonial possession. So not the date nor even the exact 
1 British and American contemporaries of Toassaint and later non-
French writers, often ale St. Domingo or San Domingo to indioate the French 
8lld Spanish parts ot the isl and, which has reS1ll ted in some contadon. 
See Rayford W. Logan, Diplomatic Relations ot the United states with Haiti 
1776-1891, University ot Horth Oarolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1941. 2-3. 
The designations Saint-Domingae tor the French section and Santo Domingo 
tor the Spanish have been employed in this thesis, except when quoting 
directly trom some &athor who ased other terms. 
1 
2 
2 year il known of the birth of Fran90is Dominique Toussaint Louvert~e. His 
80n, Isaao, gave the date of his father's birth as May 20, 1746, and Kay, 
1743 is given by other historians.3 We do not know whether Toussaint himself 
knew his exaot age, as in August, 1802, when he was imprisoned at the Fort de 
Joux, he gave his age as fifty-eight, which would make 1744 the year of his 
birth. Yet in another plaoe he said he was fifty at the outbreak of the 
, 
Revolution, and whether he meant the "debut" of the Revolution in France or 
the slave insurrection in the colony, neither would coinoide with either the 
date 1744 or 1746. It is quite pos8ible that he did not know his age or his 
birthday, as neither Latins or Latin-Americans (except where they have come 
under Borth American influence' pay any attention to birthdays. It is the 
custom to oaebrate the feast of one's patron saint, which is what Toussaint 
did. In fact, when he became governor he gave the whole colony a holiday on 
two of his patron&! feast-days, the feast of St. DominiC, which was also 
that of the islam, and All Saints Day.4 
Oontradictory statements of Toussaint and his son Isaac about Tou8sain~s 
parentage have a180 puzzled historians. Acoording to Isaac, his grandfather 
2 "L'Ouverture", meaning "the opening or beginning", is the lurname 
adopted by Toussaint fram a nickname he had been given, like Stonewall 
Jackson, in the thick of battle. Acoording to the mOlt reliable accounts, 
Polverel, seeing Toussaint opening up gaps in the ranks of his enemies, ex-
claimed, "Oomment cet homme fait done ouvertu~ partoutt" MOdern usage , 
Justifies dropping tbe apostrophe in spelling his name. See H. Pauleus-
Sannon, Histoire de Tous8aint-Louverture, Auguste A. Hereaux, Port-au-Prince, 
1920, I, 2. 
3 Ibid., 1. 
, 
4 Oolonel A. Nemours, Histoire Mllitaire de la Guerre d'lndependance de 
Saint-Domingue, Berger-Levrault, Paris, 1925, I, 81. 
3 
was the second son or a West-African chieftain, Gaoa-~inoa, of t~ Arada 
5 tribe. Captared in battle, he was sold into slavery and carried to Saint-
Domingae. Here he married a woman of his own tribe, "pays", and they had 
eight children, three girls and five boys. The youngest boy was named for 
his grandfather. The eldest was Toussaint Loaverture. The mother apparently 
died young, and from Isaac's account one is led to think the father did, tooe 
He said that an old Negro, Pierre Baptiste, who had been educated by the 
missionaries, was the godfather of Toussaint Louverture and taught him French 
a little Latin, and geometry.6 Yet Toassaint himself says: "They make me 
the unhappiest of men, in depriving me of my liberty; in separating me from 
those I hold dearest in the world, a father advanced to the great age of 
one hundred-five, who needs my help, my adored wife •••• and my dearest family, 
who constituted the joy of my life."7 
Could he have spoken thus of one who was not his natural father but 
his godfather? Today, certainly, the ordinary American or Englishman would 
not. However, Bellegarde, a modern Haitian writer, tells us the black 
"creole" of "ancien Saint-Domingue" had an entirely different outlook: 
The [blac~ creole attributed his superiority to baptism, 
symbol of his initiation into Christian civilization. Thus 
the African was ver,y eager to have himself baptized ••• Respect 
5 Memoires et Notes d'Isaac Louverture in Antoine Metral, Hi.toire de 
l'expedition des Fran~ais a s&int~omi~e sous le Consulat de Napoleon 
Bonaparte, I. I. Renouard, ParIs, 1825, 325. 
6 ~., 326. 
7 Memoir of Toussaint Loaverture in Pauleus-Sannon, III, 233. 
for one's godfather and g~other o~tweighed that for one's • 
fatner and mothar. The strength at that relrtionshlP contracted 
in baptism is perpet~ated to ~ own time ••• 
4 
ETidently Korngold knows nothing abo~t godfathers, and he takes it for 
granted despite Isaac Louverture (who, preewmably, surely wo~ld have known) 
and Pauleus-Sannon to the contrary, that Pierre Baptiste was the father of 
Toussaint. 
The fact that Toussaint was a devout Catholic, hated the 
voodoo religion and tried to suppress it, makes it appear certain 
that from earliest childhOOd he had been reared by 8omeone devoted 
to the Catholic faith. Pierre Baptiste was such a man; the son 
of an African chieftain who had com, to the colony at a mature 
age definitely would not have been. 
Moreover, he asserts that Pierre Baptiste· "had acquired his knowledge 
in the service of the Jesuit Fathers, who had cond~cted a school at Haut-du-
Cap. When the Jesuits were banished from the colony they had freed their 
slaTes."lO What follows is more remarkable than the idea of the Je8~its 
being allowed to dispose of any of their property at the time of their 
expulsion - a. in all recorded instances whenever the Jesuits, or any other 
re1igi~s order in the Ch~rch was persecuted, their property was invariably 
pounced on by rapacious and avaricious politicians, while the ink was still 
wet on the decree of Ipoliation. However, on the next page, Korngold'asks 
us to believe that Pierre Baptiste, after being freed by the Jesuits, 
worked on another plantation, where he married and had two children, then 
8 Dant~1 Bellegarda, La Nation Raltienne, J.de Gigord, Paris, 1938, 31 
9 Ralph Korngold, Citizen Toussaint, Little, ·Brown, BOlton, 1945, 330. 
10 ~., 56. 
5 
, 
came to the Breda plantation, and took another "helpmate," who was.the mother 
of Toussaint am his seven other children. II 
50w, as we have seen, it i8 a' well known fact that the approximate date 
of Toussaint's birth is circa 1744-1746. The Jesuits were 8uppressed in 
France in 1764. Therefore, that his father could have belonged to and been 
freed by the Jesuits previous to Toussaint's advent into this world is & 
chronological, not to say biological, tmpossibility. He was certainly not 
in his twenties at the ttme of the Revolution! Either Toussaint or hil 
father, or both, could have been taaght by the JeSUits, of course, without 
ever belonging to them. However, with all due respect to that great order, 
it is the opinion of this writer that Toussaint, like maD.7 of the rest of 
us, could have grown up to be a devout, practical, well-informed Catholic 
without being taaght by the Jesuits at all. 
What sort of milieu was it in which Toussaint grew up? What was the 
position of 5egro slaves, the majority of the population at that time, in 
the richest colony of the Ocoident? Slavery, it can easily be leen, il 
invariably a most diffioult state, but it oan be rendered happier or in-
tolerable by conditions. Father Charlevoix describel "the misery" of many 
in Saint-Domi~e - the poor huts in which they lived, their meagre fare 
12 
and long hours of work. Hardly &n7 modern writer fails to note that, 
or to quote as typical, the story of a traveller, de Wimprfen, whose whole 
11 ~., 56. 
12 Pierre F. X. de Charlevoix, Histoire de l'is1e EBPagno1e au de 
Saint-Domingue, ohez Frangoi. Didot, Paris, 1730, II, 505. 
book betrays a soar aDd Jaundiced oatlook on the island.13 He had. this 
story on hearsay only, bat the lady was pointed o~t to him. 
A woman whom I have seen, a young woman, one of the moat 
bea~tif~l women of the isle, gave a dinner. Furioas, at 
discovering one pastry missing, she ordered her Negro cook 
to be seized, and thrown into the oven which was still 
buming.14 
6 
If s~ch shocking atrocities had been of as cammon, every-day occurrence 
as some writers wo~ld like us to believe, it is .arprislng that slave 
insurrections had not occurred earlier. This seems not to have been the 
case. None are mentioned in Saint-Domingue until the outbreak of the 
French Revolution. This is all the more 9urpriaiQg as several occarred 
during the eighteenth century in the neighboring Eritish oolony of Jamaica.15 
It mast be understood, too, in spite of sach tales as that of de Wimpffen, 
that French planters wele not free to regard their slaves simply as their 
private property whom they could treat aa cruelly as they pleased without 
16 
any restraint. The rights of the slaves as human beings were recognized 
and protected by law, aDd owners were reqaired to execute certain daties 
with regard to them, .uoh as, to teach them the Catholic faith, not to make 
them work on Sundays and holydays, to feed and clothe them properly and to 
13 Earon de Wlmpffen, VOYage a Saint-Domi~e pendant les anni •• 1788, 
1789 et 1790, chez Oocheris, Pari., 1797. As soon as he landed he wrote 
back to France, "~el pays! Quelles moeurs! Qaelle8 ••• !" And he goe. on 
in the same strain for two Tolumes, speaking of the Negroes as monkeys, etc. 
I, 28. 
14 .!!!!., II, 10. 
, 
15 Catalogae of the Du S~itier. Papers, Pennsylvania Historical 
Reoords SOCiety, Philadelphia, 1940, 67-70. 
16 Bemoars, I, 48-64. 
., 
Su.pport those too old to work. It was torbidden to break u.p f'amiU,es by 
sale and e~ecially, under severe penalty, to maim, torture or kill slaves.17 
The historian, BrY8ll Edwards, hlmselt a Jamaica planter, who had of'ten 
visited and knew well the conditions in Saint .. Domingu.e, wou.ld lead u.s to 
think that they were very f'ar trom being as intolerable as conclu.siona based 
on de Wimptten's evidence wou.Ld indicate. He deniel 
••• the prevalent notion that the French planters treat their 
lagroes with greater humanity and tenderness than the British ••• 
yet no candid person who has had the opportunity ot seeing the 
Negroel in the French Islands, am of' contrasting their condi-
tion with that ot the peasantry in many parts ot Eu.rope, will 
think them by any means the mOlt .retched ot mankind. 
On the whole, it ••••• e are to consider that condition ot 
political society as relatively good, in which, not.ithstanding 
many disadvantages, the lower classes are easily su.pplied with 
the means ot healthy su.blistence; aDd a general air of' cheertu.l 
contentedness animates all ranks ot people. (Then Saint-Domingue 
.as well ott, tor that he conclude. ft~ the condition and 18 
sltu.ation of' the French colony ot San Domingo in the year 1788. 
Perhaps Tou.ssaint Lou.verture wou.ld have agreed with Edwards. IIhe lite 
ot those slaves who worked in the f'ields was mu.ch harder than that of' those' 
.ho, like TOl1Ssaint, were hOU.8ehold sl aves. He seems to have been employed 
by his masters in positions of' tru.st, was allowed to acqu.ire property, and 
is even said to have employed f'ive other slaves to work f'or him.19 
Tou.ssaint himself' says: "I had a f'ortu.ne a long time ago; the Revolu.tion 
17 .!!!!., 59-60. See Articl e8 XLII to XLVII of' the ~ ll2i.£. 
18 Bryan Edwards, Historical Su.rvey of tbe French Colonl or San 
Domingo, printed f'or John Stockdale, London, 1801, III, 14-15. 
19 donn Reilly Beard, Tou.ssaint Lou.verture: a Biography and 
Au.tobiography, James Redpath, Boston, 1863, 40. 
foWld m. with about six hWldred fo rty-eight thou.sand francs. "20 lfe had 
learned how to read, Pauleus-Sannon tells u.s, from "his godfather, an 014 
Negro at Haut-4u-Cap, named. Pierre Baptiste. n2l Later among the books in 
his study were found: Caesar's Commentaries, Herodotus, Plutarch, etc.; 
8 
Toussaint mu.st have read some of them, at least, for he compared himself in 
his imprisonment to Hannibal hunted to his last retreat. Usually, while he 
was in power, Toussaint dictated his letters, to five secretaries at once, 
they say. When, as in the touching letter he wrote to his wife from prison, 
he had to be his own secretary, his spelling and constru.ction betrayed his 
in91l.fficient mastery of that art. 23 Ith&d to suffice, however, and genius 
supplied for his lack of formal education. 
As we saw above, Toussaint once compared himselt with Hannibal in his 
misfortunes. He was like him, too, in another way. Everything we know 
about Hannibal comes to us frQB his enemies. Even they were forced to 
admire him, mu.eh as they feared him. On the pages of their histories, he 
11 portrayed. to u.s a great patriot, soldier, and leader. Much the same 
can be sai4 of Toussaint Louverture. He defeated the English general, 
Maitland, who considered as unworthy of a British alliance "a person 
of Toussaint's descrlption,24 yet he was impressed by him. 
20 Memoir in Pauleus-Sannon, III, 232-233. 
21 Pau.leua-Sannon, I, 5. 
22 .!!.!!., 6. 
23 Ibid., III, 162. 
-
24 Charles Callan Tanelll, The United states and Santo Domingo. J. 
ChaRter in Caribbean Diplomacy 1798-1873, Johns Hopkins Presl, Baltimore, 
1938 6 
.,. 
B~t the preponderance of power possessed by To~ssa1nt was 
not the only reason he had been selected as the o~tstandlng chief 
of Haiti. The "strict adherence" of the "black general" to his 
"engagemenb, u.pon the evacuation of Po~1;-a~-Pr1nce and the 
general disposition he had evinced to moderation and forbearance" 
were additional factors that had influ.enced General Maitland's 
attit~de toward Toussaint. It aho~d be clearly ~derstood, 
however, tnat this inclination towards Toussaint was not based 
~pon any "persanal predil~gtion for anyone of the Chiefs of the 
Island of Saint Domingo." 
9 
Another Englishman, wrecked on the coast of Saint-Domingus a ,year later 
when To~ssaint was on ~friendly terms with the British, disgu.ised himself 
as an American, of whom there were a m~ltitude at Cap Fran90is, and met 
.... , 1 Tou.ssaint informally at the Hotel de 190 Re~b iqu.e where he stayed. Here 
he plaJed billiards with To~s8&int, noting in him the attractive q~alities 
which drew men - his "democratic manner", the charm of his intelligent con-
versation. 26 Later, grateful to him for his release from prison, he referred 
to To~ssa1nt Lo~vert~re as "that truly great man."27 Another contemporary 
English writer defended To~sa1ntts resistance to the Napoleonic expedition 
from the anarge of selfish amaition. 
T.hat .he should cheri s.h a wieb. to retain the high station 
which .he so well deserved ••• was nat~ally to be expected, and 
the wish was prompted by an ambition of no dishonorable kind. 28 
The English whom .he drove ou.t of t.he island appreCiated To~sse.int mu.ch 
more than the m~lattoes whom he conq~ered next. After Toussaint's deat.h 
25 .!.!!!., 38. 
26 Marcus Rainsford, A Historical Acco~t of the Black Empire of Hayti, 
Comprehending a view of t.he Principal Transactions in t.he Revolution of 
Saint DomingO with its ancient and modern state. James C~ee, London, 1805, 
215-216. 
27 .!2!!. , 230. 
28 Edwards, V, 122-123. 
....... e back into power, and helped to undo hie work C)f u.ni£ying.the 
.,bey ........ 
10 
i.l and, bnt they never forgave him. Following their tr~ition, a mnlatto 
,bi.torian writes of him thllS. 
The domination of TOllSsaint, established by bJLoody reaction, 
was now momentarily consolidated in the department of the South. 
There terror reigned everywhere; no one dared to ~ronou.nce the 
name of RigaDd [the mulatto chief whom TOllssaint ~d jllst snp-
planted) in the most innocent conversation; and i~ anyone spoke 
of TOllS saint it had to be in the most eulogistic t ~rms .... (He 
denies that TOllssaint LOllvertllre execllted as many liigaDdians as 
others have accused him of.) I do not mean to excuse these 
abominable crimes which later brought about the viC)lent fall of 
TOllsaaint LOllverture; but one must be truthflll. ]Sven if these 
crimes were c ommi tted only on a small number of pe ople, they 
deserve, none the less, the execration of p08terit~.29 
Another mlllatto writer, although he describes Madioll's whole book as 
"woven throughout of erroneOllS facts and false appr~cia~ions"30 is jllSt as 
indignant over TOllssaint Louvertllre's overthrow of Rig~. "Toussaint had 
let his ambition grow to gigantic heights •••• His pride ~as like that of some 
31 
.en who say that the earth is too small to contain thei~ individnality." 
Unlike llaitland, who admired Toussaint's strict adherence to his word, 
Saint-Remy thOllght TOllS saint's scruplllollS regard for hie oath was ridiculo11.8. 
This tells rather against the biographer tha.n his subject. 
Later writers liked to compare TOll8saint with Napo~eon. They follow 
29 Thomas MadioQ, Histoire d'Haiti, Repllblished bJr the Department of 
Public Inst~ction, Port-all-Prince, 1923, II, 62. 
30 Joseph Saint-Remy, Vie de TOllssaint LOllverture. Moqllet Libraire, 
Paris, 1850, 18. 
31 ~., 226. 
32 ~., 144-145. 
Adams in this, thoQgh the comparison is somewhat torced. 
Gentle and well meaning in his ordinary relations, vehement 
in hi. passions, and splendid in his ambitions, TOQssaint, was a 
wi8e, though severe rQler, 80 long as he was QndistQrbed; bQt 
where his om satety or power was in qQestion he coQld be a8 te-
rocioQS as Dessalines and as treaoheroQs as Bonaparte. In more 
respects than one his oharaoter had a oQrioQs resemblance to 
that of Napoleon, the same abnonnal energy ot mind and body; 
the same morbid lQst for power and indifference to means, o •• the 
same love ot display ••• reckless personal cOQrage, and, what was 
mQch more r~rkable, the same ocoasional aots ot moral 
cowardice ••• 
11 
And others like Korngold, seem to enjoy fastening on TOQssaint a repQ-
34 tation for immorality tor which there is no reliable evidence. Yet there 
are people who insist on dragging in that sort of thing even when (I coQld 
say especially when) a mants whole lite is in oQtward oontradiotion to it. 
"Everyone knows," as one aQthor PQts it, "that he was very pioQs."35 He 
was not a serioQS natQre, and morals, almost too aQstere, ,,36 according to 
another. It we examine TOQssaint's deeds, we tind they correspond to what 
we woQld expect ot one who practised his religion serioQsly. He set him-
selt to the task of Qndoing, so far as he OOQld, on his advent to power, 
the harm done to religion in the disorganization and division oreated by 
the Oivil OonstitQtion of the Olergy, (whioh sQggested to one aQthor another 
comparison with Napoleon) made Oatholicism the state religion, and enforoed 
33 Henry Adams, History of the United states of America dQring the 
Administration ot Thomas Jefferson, Albert and Oharles Boni, N.Y., 1930, 
Book I, 382-382. 
34 See Korngold, 209, for another "Casket Canard" comparable to that 
ot the famous Mary stQ&rt letters. 
35 NemoQrs, I, 79. 
36 PaQl~Qs-Sannon, 4 
-12 
the regQlations oastomar,y in s~ah oases. He went farther, not only exhorting 
parents to bring ap their ohildren in the love and fear of God, bat himself 
qaestioned these same ohildren on the catechism. 37 Practices each as these 
oaased him to be called a religioas fanatic, of ooarse, especially by the 
irreligioas. It was in charaoter that he sho~ld oatlaw divorce. 38 He a180 
39 forbade his officials to have more than one wife. ~o~ssaint, at least, 
gave an example in this. He was happily married to a qaiet, domesticalll-
inclined Negro woman named Sazanne Simon, by whom he had two sons, Isaao 
and St. Jean; and whose son by a former marriage, Placide, he adopted and 
treated as his own. 
He was living qaietly and contentedly on the ~reda plantation when the 
slave insarreotion broke o~t in 1791. This had been prepared by the events 
in France and her colonies since 1789. It is assumed by some that Toussaint 
was one of the instigators of the slave revolt.40 Again his actions woald 
seem to belie that. He stayed on the plantation, kept order there, after 
his master was obliged to retire to Cap Fran90is; and when he saw that he 
coald no longer proteot her at home, sent his mistress to safety at the Cap 
~der the trasted escort of his own brother Pa~l. A significant trai~ in 
37 Nemoars, 79-81. 
38 ~., 95. 
39 No one so far has discovered any parallel with Napoleon in this act 
of Toassaint's which was probably not a decree easily enforced. Charlevoix, 
(II, 505,) informs as the blaoks regarded the patting away of a wife as a 
"nataml right" and marriage "they envisaged as a more bardensome form of 
slavery even than that in which they were born." 
40 Pa~eas-Sannon, I, 8. 
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his character was his continued loyalty to, and care for the suppo~t of his 
fonner master and family to the end of his life. 
When Toassaint did joint the insurgents, it was not as a captain of 
soldiers, bat as a medical attendant. This, as well as his delay in joining, 
makes it seem unlikely that he was one of the organizers of revolt. That he 
was is expressly denied by one writer: "Toassaint, called later Louverture, 
bad not taken part in the terrible insurrection of Aagust, 1791."41 It was 
even more unlikely that his master, acting in union with Governor Blanche-
lande, had ased him to organize the slave revolt. Yet Blanchelande and the 
royalists were charged by the French Revolutionary leaders with instigating 
the slave rising. 
As in France, they accused the aristocrats ot barning their 
own castles in order to calumniate the good common people, so in 
Saint-Domingue they accused them of inciting the rising ot their 
Negroes, burning their own homes and harvests •••• The insurrection, 
according to these revolationaries, was ro~alist, because many of 
the Negroes wishing to imitate the military instltations of the 
royal ar.my, the only one they knew, adopted the same gradations 
ot military rank, the white cocade and flag, and certain terms, 
in use in the royal army ••• In its deliberations the Assembly 
adopted the calumnies of Brissot ••• "The massacres", he said with 
triamphant air, "began the twenty-first of Augast, the very day 
when the flight of the King to Varennes became known; evidently 
they were organized by the counter-revolutionaries." And he 
accused Blanchelande of theml 42 
The fact that in 1793 Toussaint and the other Negro leaders went over 
to the Spanish, allies of the royalists, makes it look as thoagh they 
sympathized with the royalists, thoagh it is alleged that they went because 
41 Ladovic Seiout, "Les Commissaires Sonthonax et Polverel", Revae des 
Qaestions historiqaes, 1892, 467. 
42 .n..a., 416-423. 
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they were promised, "liberte, exemptions, jouissanoes et prerogatiJes."43 
Under the Spanish, Toussaint reoeived from oapable officers that splendid 
formation in military soienoe and taotics which was to make a review of hil 
troops a sight to arouse admiration.44 He developed strategio praotioel all 
his own, too, suited to the nature of' his soldiers and adapted to hil native 
terrain. By May 1794, Toussaint was recognized as a formidable military 
leader and had taken from the Frenoh their prinoipal strongholds in the 
North. The English held those of the South. However, in February 1794 the 
Paris Oonvention had voted to free all the Negro slaves in the oolony, and 
Toussaint was persuaded by Laveaux to return to the French allegiance.45 
The French at that time were in a desperate state, yet thanks to Toussaint, 
they reconquered most of the North. Then the mulattoes put Laveaux into 
prison at Le Oap. Toussaint released him and became ~ facto governor. On 
May 1, 1797, the title general-in-chief of the French armies in Saint-
Domingue, was conferred on him by the Frenoh authorities. This was the 
situation when he turned his attention to the problem of the English in-
vasion of' Saint-Domingue. 
43 Pauleus-Sannon, I, 127. 
44 Rainsfo rd, 217. 
45 Pauleus-Sannon, I, 167-168. 
CHAPTER II 
ANGL~FRENCH WAR IN SAI~DOMlNGUE 1793~1798 
When the French Revolu.tion began, there had been a movement of s1lllpathy 
toward it at first on the part of many Englishmen who disliked on principle 
the old au.tocratic form of government which was displaced. Gifts of money, 
even, were sent by many enthusiasts to the French Assembly. In December, 
1789, "Bryan Edwards, ~P., the historian of the West Indies, forwarded a 
qu.arter of his French revenu.ea."l Bu.t this initial enthu.siasm for the 
Revolu.tion in its first phases lessened as the movement grew more violent, 
disorderly and despotic. There was aympatby, then, for many of the French 
refugees who escaped to England. Some of these came from Saint-Domingu.e, 
where Bry&n. Edwards had undergone a change of heart when he saw the clou.ds 
of smoke from bu.ming homes and su.gar fields rolling over towarqs Jamaica, 
and frightened French planters arrived pleading for immediate aid to pu.t 
down the slave insu.rrection. 
In Saint-Domingu.e, difficu.lties between the inhabitants of the island, 
the rich white planters, "gran blancs", the poor whites, "pet! ts blanca" 
. . 
and "hommes de cou.leu.r", free blacks and mu.lattoes, over political rights 
and power, aggravated by violent and anarchist elements from revolu.tionary 
Franoe, had preoipitated a civil war, the horror of whioh the slave inau.r-
rection immensely augmented. To add to the oonfusion some of the oolonists 
1 John G. Alger, Englisbmeft in the French Revolu.tion, Sampson Low, 
Marston, Searle and Rivington, London, 1889, 50. 
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and some of the Negroes, among them Tou.ssaint, had gone over to th. service 
of the Spanish gOTernment in the eastern em. of the !sland. Others, diagu.stea 
lI'i th, or in despair of the French Repu.bl1c, called in thei r heredi tary enemies 
the English. 
For these last [the oolonistsj it was not ju.st a qu.estion of 
simply escaping the tyranny of the commissioners Sonthonax and 
Polverel, agents of the Repu.blic bu.t of complete destru.ction. 
Oppressed, deported by Sonthonax, for several months they had been 
begging the English au.thorities at Jamaica, or in the British 
Cabinet, for protection against the revolu.tionaries. The 
colonists of Grand Anse, in arms against the oommissioners, sent 
as their representatiTe to London to negotiate for them, Arnau.d 
de Char:milly. September 3, 1793, a treaty was arranged between 
the colonists and Williamson, GRTemor of Jamaica, who was em-
powered to negotiate with them. 
The British had received emissaries from Saint-Domingue before this, 
for among the oharges made by the National Assembly of France at the Decla-
ration of war Febru.ary 1, 1793 was: " ••• that it [the British government) 
also received the chiefs of the rebels of the French West India colonieso"3 
The British, though they were ou.traged by the condu.ct of the French Repu.blic, 
seam to have had difficu.lty thinking u.p some good cau.ses for war, or so one 
wou.ld Ju.dge from some that they enumerated: 
The cabinet of st. James pu.bliehed a cou.nter declaration 
tha t di Ters inju.riou.s proceedings had lately taken place in 
France, in derogation of his ltfajesty's crown and the ju.st 
rlgh ts 0 f his pe ople; and that several u.nju.st seizu.res had 
been made of the ships and. goods of his ltfajesty's mbjects, 
2 Lu.dovic Sciou.t, "Les Commissaires Sonthonax et Polverel," Revu.e des 
Qu.estions historiques, 1892, 458. 
3 John Campbell, Naval History of Great Britain including the history 
and lives of the British Admirals, _printed for John Stockdale, London, 1813, 
VI, 384. 
~ ~-------------------------------------------------------------~ 
followed afterwards by an open declaration of war againgt his. 
Majesty and his ally the repu.bl1c of the United states. 
17 
Also cited as a reason for war, to which the United States, too, mu.st 
object, was the opening of the Scheldt to navigation. This the British were 
obliged by treaty to withstand, thou.gh the Dutch, for whose benefit the 
provision had been made, offered no objection. Again the British took 
umbrage at the French offer, or threat, to grant "fraternity" and "assistance f1 
to other bu.dding repu.blios.5 
Whether or not they had legitimate cau.se for @Ping to war, the British 
had good reasons for wishing to capture tm French West Indies. They knew 
well their valu.e as in general: 
abou.t one fou.rth the total amount of British commerce both export 
and tmport was done in them ••• (the West Indies] notwithstanding 
the fact that other nations owned the largest and richest of tge 
islands, as well as those producing the best sugar and coffee. 
"Before the catastrophe," one au.tb.or informs u.s, "the produ.et, of the 
whole colony were va1u.ed at 220 million franca .tt7 Another, an Englishman, 
who had personally investigated conditions, give. an itemized estimate: 
There were freighted in 1787, for EUrope alone, 470 ships, con-
taining 112,253 tons and navigated by 11,220 seamen. :Ma.ny of them 
were vessels of very large bu.rden; and the following is an 
accu.rate accou.nt, from ,the intendant's retu.rn, of the general 
4 Ibid., 387. 
5 Ibid., 387. 
6 A. T. Mahan, The influ.ence of Sea Power u.pon the French Revolu.tion 
and Empire. Little, Brown, Boston, 1894, I, 109. 
7 Sciou.t, 423. 
~. ------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
exports, on an average of the years 1787-1788 and 1789: vh •• 
Aver~e Ex~orts from the Frenoh Part of St. Domingo 
before the Reyo1ution 
Livre. 
C1ayed sugar 1bs. 58,642,214 41,049,549 
Mu.soova10 sugar lbs. 86,549,829 34,619,931 
Coffee lbs. 71,663,187 71,663,187 
Cotton lbs. 6,698,858 12,397,716 
Indigo Hhds. 951,601 8,564,563 
Molasses Hhds. 23,061 2,767,320 
An inferior sort 
of rum, called 
taff1& Hhds. 2,600 312,000 
Raw hides NO. 6,500 52,000 
Tantd di tto NO. 7,900 118,500 
Total value at the ports of shipping 
in 1ivres of St. Domingo was........ 171,544,666 
being equal. to i.4, 956,780 sterling money 
of Great Britain; and if all the smuggled articles were added 
together with the value of mah.ogany and other woods, the whole8 amount would probably exoeed five millions of pounds sterling. 
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However, the desire of absorbing all the rioh trade of the French West 
Indies was not the only motive whioh led to the British invasion. Both the 
great po1itioal parties of England, Whigs and Tories, were in favor of aiding 
the French royalists, but Pitt who was PrLme Minister at the time, and 
Grenville, who was his foreign secretary 
seemed to have ju.dged of all the French Royalists by the spoiled 
children of the first emigration. Burke lent to all Royalists 
the virtue which. was only to be foulXl in La Vendee, and his 
supporters were strongly for supporting all French Royalists 
whatever. Had they jOined the government in 1792 they would 
certainly have insisted upon sending help at once to the 
8 Bryan Edwards, Historical Survey of the French Colony of San 
Domingo, printed for John Stockdale, London, 1801, III, 144. 
--
Vendean leaders; and s~ch help, given in 1793, wo~ld ~ave c8me 
in time, and might have changed the co~rse of history. 
The policy adopted, whioh was patterned on one originally employed 
19 
very s~ocessf~ly in a previo~s war by Pitt's father, the Earl of Chatham, 
was the ohoice, not of Pitt b~t of one of his subordinates, a Scotsman, 
Henry D~das, later Lord Viscount Melville. He had been Secretary of State 
for the Home Department fran 1791 to 1794 and in that year was also appointed 
Secretary of State for the War Department and contin~ed to "8~pport that 
character ~til 1801."10 Before he had been, since 1782, Treas~rer of His 
Majesty's Navy Royal and Ships. Perhaps it was in that capacity that he 
learned to appreCiate the effect! veness of a navy in carrying on war over a 
far-flung battle front. Or it may have been, &8 Fortesc~e believes, decided 
on as a matter of expediency: 
Pitt knew nothing whatever abo~t war, and therefore fell 
almost wholly Mder the inn~enoe of Dundas as to the manner of 
oonducting it. D~das also knew nothing whatever abo~t war, 
~t he had a very shrewd idea of what wo~ld please the people 
at the next election. He therefore bent all the military 
reso~roes of England toward the acq~isition of French pos-
sessions, which wo~ld make a brave show in the Gazette, and 
wo~ld be held as 8ec~rity for reimbursement of the cost of the 
war when the Monarchy sho~ld be restored. Royalist refugees, 
some of them honest men, others oonswmnate ro~e8 pressed 
above all for a British occ~pation of the French West Indies, 
aId in partie~lar of Saint Domingo, the wealth of which ex-
ceeded that of all the rest of the Antilles p~t together. This 
was j~st the scheme to attract D~das. The capture of st. Domingo 
9 Sir John W. Fortes~e, British Statesman of the Great War 1793-1814, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1911, 94. 
10 The Trial by Impeachment of Henry Lord ViscOQnt Melville, for High 
Crimes and Misdeaeanors, before the Ho~se of Peers in Westminster Hall, 
between the 29th of April to the 17th of May, 1806. Printed for and by J. 
Robertson, Edinb~rgh, 1806, 211. 
wOl1ld be pop111ar - a good adver1;i sement, as the phrase go el - w0111d 
• rejoice the hearts of the mercantile comm11nity and - a great 
temptation to Pitt - wOl1ld bring money into the Excheq118r. The 
only objections to it were that the operations "01114 be very costly 
in human lives, and that they wOl1ld contribl1te not in the least to 
the disablement of france. ll 
The wealth of the 1Bla.n:l of Saint-Domingu.e being well known to the 
20 
British gove~ent, the British diplomats were very carefl1l to incorporate 
into the tenns of their agreement with the French provisions for profiting 
from it, as appears from the report later S11bmitted to the HOl1se of Oommons: 
YOl1r Oommittee next proceed to the consideration of sl1ch 
papers as they have obtained, respecting the regulations and 
checks applied from time to time to control the Expendi tl1re in 
Jamaica, not borne by the Island itself, and also the more 
important head, of Service in St. Domingo. 
In the first place, they deem it necessary to state, that 
by the terms of the Oapitulation of the Latter Island, dated 
the 18th of August 1793, it was stipulated, that the local 
taxea destined to acquit the Expenses of Garrisons, and the 
Administration of the Oolony, should be assessed in the same 
manner as in 1789 "except the alleviations and remittances 
which shall be granted to the inhabitants whOle property has 
suffered by fire, till their possessions are repaired;" and 
that "an Acco11nt shall be kept by the said Oolony of all the 
SumB advanced by Great Britain for supplying the deficiency 
of the said taxes, which deficiency as well as all the Expenses 
of the said Colony (except those of His Majesty's Naval Forces 
destined for its protection) shall always be defrayed by the 
said Oolonyo"12 
The French were more concer.ned, perhaps, with articles two, three, four, 
and five. The second provided for poliee p~tection, and the third, fourth, 
11 Fortescue, 294-295. 
12 Nineteenth Report from the Select Committee on Finance, Expenditure 
of the Public Revenue, Secretary of War, Comptrollers of Army Aeco11nts and 
Paymaster General, Reported by Charles Abbot, Esquire, 19 July, 1791 in 
Reports from Committees of the Rouse of Commons, Reprinted by Order of the 
Rouse, 1801, XII, 351. 
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and fifth for their civil and juridical status. Particularly inte.asting, 
in v iew of the c ompl1ca ted s i tuat ion, was the religious satt lement. 
Transl ated from the French it reads: 
The oolonists had asked in their petition that: "The Catholic 
religion would be maintained and no other evangelioal oult ac-
oepted"; England answered: "granted, on oomi tion that priests 
who have sworn allegiance to the republic shall be sent away and 
replaced by those who have taken refuge in the states of His 
Britannic MajestYo"13 
When the English: squadron under Commodore Ford oarrying Lieutenant 
Oolonel Whitelocke and his troops from Jamaica disembaxked at Jeremie in 
September, 1793, as one writer has it, they were received by the colonists 
, 14 
as "liberateurs." According to another account, the "Frenoh met them 
with a joyous welcome and took the oath of allegiance to Great Britain 
amidst the loudest exolamations of joyo,,15 If this description sounds 
rather astonishing, another by one who acoompanied the expedition seems more 
convincing: 
13 Soiout, 458. As barbarous penal laws against Catholics still formed 
part of the Engl. ish code this preference on the part of the Engl ish govern-
ment for priests who had remained loyal to the Faith and its rejection of 
those who accepted the schismatioal Civil Constitution of the Clergy, seem 
strange indeed. The Civil Constitution of the Olergy was a measure designed 
merely to render the Catholic Church in France as subservient to the civil 
power as was the Anglican Church in Englam. However the English insistence 
on non-juring clergy in this instance is understandable if (a8 seems probable 
the others had taken any part in instigating the slave insurrection,. See 
Brown, 181 and B. C. Clark, A Plea for Hayti with a glance at Her Relatione 
with France, England and the United States for the last Sixty Years, East-
burn. Press, Boston, 1853, 13. 
14 ~., 459. 
15 Jonathan Brown, The History and Present condition of st. Domingo, 
William Marshall and Co., Philadelphia, 1837, I, 262. 
concern.ing the whi te proprIetors ••• a large proportion •••• perh~s 
more than nine-tenths of the whole had quitted the country •••• of 
those who remained •••• the greater part were desperate adventarera 
etc ••••• and anfortanately, among those of better principles, I 
amatraid bat a very small number were cordially attached to the 
English..... It were unjQst, however, not to observe that among 
them were some distingQished individuals, whose fidelity was 
above SQspieion and whose services were hlghly important.16 
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Looking back at the event later it was recognized that the force pro-
vided "was altogether too small ••• The British administration knew little of 
the difficQlties ••• like the French Assembly."17 
Edwards says of it: 
The armament allotted ••• was composed of only the thirteenth 
regiment of foot, seven companies of the forty-ninth and a detach-
ment of artillery, altogether amounting to aboQt eight hundred 
and seventy, rank and file, fit for dQty, ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
From this ••• it is evident that the invasion of St. Domingo 
was an enterprise of greater magnitude than the British government 
seems to have imagined. Considering the extent of natQral strength 
of the country, it m83 well be doabted whether all the force 
Great Britain COQld have spared, woald have been sQfficient to 
redQce it to sQbjection, and restore it ••• to 8Qch a degree of 
order ••• as to make it a colony worth holding.18 
The English took Jeremie, and MOle St. Nicholas, though, almost withoQt 
a blow, al "the forts in this part of st. Domingo were garrisoned by Dillon's 
regiment, who were well disposed to the cause of the royalistso n19 Yet 
disaster soon began to befall the English. There were some small reverses; 
the rainy season began; yellow fever broke oat, and deaths occQrred daily. 
16 Edwards, 153-154. 
17 Brown, 261. 
18 Edwards, 155. 
19 Campbell, 399. 
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Eight hundred more men were sent by Governor Williamson trom Jamaic;, leaving 
only tour hundred tor the proteetion of that island. 20 
About this time, doubts or the wisdom ot the government's conduct ot the 
war began to be expressed in Parliament. Thus, in January, the assertion 
ot Dundas that "the exertions ot the navy had never been better conducted" 
was denied by Fox who among other charges of inetticiency asserted that "the 
West India fleet had been ready on the 15th ot May, [1793) but it had been 
21 detained tor want ot convoy till the end ot August. 
The capture ot Port-au-Prince in 1794 and many vessels laden with 
valuable cargoes was a momentary success. But the British early were to 
experience disappointment in their expectation ot collecting money in the 
island. Instructions had been sent to Major-General Williamson in October 
and December 1794 trom the Duke ot Portland to that ettect: 
you are to take care that those Revenues which were paid to his 
late most Christian Majesty in the year 1789 •••• be levied and 
paid into the hands ot the Receiver General who shall be appointed 
by our High Treasurer or the Lords Commissioners ot our Tre&8ury.22 
Yet, in place ot the protit they expected to reap tram Saint-Domingue, 
the records show ever-increasing expenses incurred, instead, in the conquest 
and occupation ot the colony. During the tirst year were: 
drawn upon the Lords Commissioners ot the Treasury the tollowing 
SUMS, viz. i31,179, 148. 3d. ~lOO,OOO. ~149,543, 38. 8d: 
.150,708. 148. 6d. D172,284. 8. and D260,OOO. tor carrying on 
Ris Majesty's Service in the Island ot Saint Domingo, trom the 
1st ot January 1795 to the 29th February 1796, - I am directed 
20 Edwards, 156. 
21 Campbell, 406-407. 
22 Nineteenth Report trom the Select Committee on Finance, etc., 
Appendix F 2, XII, 378. 
by Mr. Dundas to aoquaint yo~ ••• that ••• Sir Adam Williamson's 
• Bills, ••• aho~d be paid on aooo~t. At the same time, Mr. Dundas 
has observed wi tb. m~ch. regret and ~rprise. that so immense a swn 
sho~ld be called for on aoco~t of Servioes performed in Saint 
Domingo, dllring a period in which. a very large amo~t has already 
been disoharged. 23 
Complaints had already been made' in a letter of A~~st 15, 1795 from 
George Rose to Sir Adam Williamson that his aoco~ts were not properly drawn 
~p and certified.24 Earlier in J~e, 1795, a Mr. Wigglesworth was appointed, 
with a Mr. Cra~ford, who died immediately ~pon reaohing the oolony, to in-
vestigate Sir Adam Williamson's aooo~ts and the financial'state of Saint-
25 Domi~e. The oommanding offioer in Saint-Domin~e was also informed by 
the Duke of Portland September 30, 1795, that: 
it seems ab~rd to ~ppose that a Co~oil of J~stioe, oonsisting of 
eleven members and one President, who joins to his sit~ation that 
of Chief J~stice of Polioe, with a Proo~re~r General, m~st not be 
s~fioient for the administration of j~stice in all the distriots 
now in our possession •.•.......................................•• 
b~t pending military operations, they m~st necessarily, be b~t very 
few, and therefore the only direction that oan be given on this 
pOint, is, that oivil appointments sho~ld be as limited in number 
and as eoonomically paid as possible; for, while the military oontest 
for the oountry eontin~es, little other than the military a~thority 
Ollght to prevail; ••• and when no ~rgent reason operates to the oon-
trary, yo~ ought to regulate yo~r oond~ct oonformably to the powers 
vested in YOIl by yo~r eommission, whioh both allthorizes and direots 26 
yo~, to be g~ided by the Law Martial, where oircumstances req~ire it. 
In May 1796, Sir Adam Williamson was in England where his aooo~ts were 
being examined. The "swns referred to in ••• his Letters amo~t to ~pwards 
23 Copy of a letter in the Nineteenth Report from the Seleot Committee 
on Finanoe, Appendix F. 7, XII, 382. 
24 Ibid., Appendix F. 1, XII, 378. 
25 .!E!.!., Appendix F. 2, XII, 379. 
26 Ibid., Appendix F. 5, XII, 381. 
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of hl,230,300." and Mr. Secretary Dundas "is of the opinion it wouldbe 
• 
r1gflt, that a. complete explanation should be immediately had with himllpon 
the subject; a.nd tha.t a minute investigation should instantly be El'ltlred 
upon by the respect! ve departments connected with the Services for whioh 
Sir Adam Williamson' 8 :Bills were dra.wn. ,,27 In August 1796 General Forbes 
was warned not to incur expenses at Saint-Domingue without previous Plrmis-
sion. 28 The lame refrain is sounded in a letter ot December 16, 179i, 
announcing the appointment of Major-General Simcoe, "and he has receiled 
directions •••• to effect a great and immediate reduction of the enormo~ ex-
pense which has been incurred in tha.t island for sometime pasto,,29 B~l'8ver, 
Saint-Domingue continued to be expensive, as we see from a letter ot l&nuary 
18, 1797, announcing to Wigglesworth: 
MY Lordi have also ordered 200 Pipes of Badeira Wine, of 
the best quality, to be lent to you by the earliest conveyance, 
in different sized casks. 
You will of course call the attention of General Simcoe to 
the extravagant price ot Forage; and there can be no doubt but 
that in conlequence of the instructions he carried out, as well 
as from his anxious desire to lessen the enormous expenditure i~ 
the Island, he will reduce the number ot rations as low as the 
service will possibly admit. 30 
In the next letter to the same, on Janu.ary 27th he is informed tnat 
"only 1,520,833 pounds of Pork" is being sent "tor the Troops in Sailll-
27 ~., XII, 352. 
28 Ibid. , Appendix F. 9, XII, 319. 
29 Ibid. , Appendix F.ll, XII, 380. 
30 Ibid., Appendix F .12, XII, 380. 
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Domingae for the present year, relying apon the information ••• that JPa can 
obtain the remainder of the necessary sapplies in the Island, or from 
America. "31 The next day, January 28, 1797, brought the indioation that the 
finanoial sitaation in s&int-Domingae had become extremely exasperating: 
Raving 80 lately, as in my Letter of the 21st of November last, 
expressed to yoa the importance, and indeed the absolate necessity 
of a fall and distinct commanioation being made to the Lord Commis-
sioners of His Majestyts Treasar,y respecting the expenditare in 
St. Domingo, I ehoald not have had occasion now again to 08011 the 
attention of their Lordships to the sabject, bat for the Bills yoa 
have drawn, which have just appeared, to so immense an amount as 
Seven hundred thoasand pounds at once. It is so perfectly in-
telligible that yoa shoald not be able with convenience to transmit 
yoar Accounts in dae form; accompanied by all the necessary voachers, 
earlier than the time mentioned in yoar Letter of the loth of last 
month~ bat you certainly coald, withoat the smallest difficalty, 
have sent a general stataaent as woald have been essentially asefal 
in shOwing the several heads of expense, so as to have enabled the 
board to form some kind of judgment on the sabject, on which they 
migh t have acted. 32 
In addition to the pecuniary expense involved, another element had 
added to the costliness of the British invasion of Saint-Domingae. This was 
disease. One aathor reports simply for the year 1796, "In st. Domingo, oar 
108s of men from sickness was Unmense, while oar progress in sabd~ing the 
French part of this island was very slow and difncal t. ,,33 New hospitals 
were reqaired to take care of the inflax of patients.34 
31 ~., Appendix F. 13, XII, 380. 
32 Ibid., Appendix F. 15, XII, 380. 
33 Campbell, VI, 460. 
34 Thirty-third Report from the Select Committee on Finance, 26 June, 
1798, XIII, 568. 
Another author describes the campaigns in S&1nt-Domin~e thu8: 
• 
Meanwhile bad news began to come from the West Indies. The old 
troop8 fir8t sent out there did their work brilliantly, ••• and with 
the help of the French Loyalists occupied St. Domingo. This done, 
they began to die like flies, of yellow fever. Suoh a thing was 
nothing new. It had happened in every West Indian expedition 
sInce ~e days ot Cromwell and might have been foreseen with abso-
lute certainty. Very soon the West Indian Garrisons were so weak 
as to be almost powerlesso •••• The mortality was such that in 
every summer, the work of the previous winter was cancelled and a 
new army required to do it afresh. In one instance a complete 
battalion, officers and men, was extinguished by sickness, every 
80ul on the muster roll having died; and the Negro insurrection 
in st. Domingo was as far as ever from being subdued. By the end 
of 1796 the losses of the army since the beginning of the war 
amounted to forty thousand dead - dead, mind you, not wounded or 
disabled - being mOle thaa Wallington's army lost from death, 
desertion, discharge, and all other causes during the whole of 
27 
the Peninsular War. Forty thousand more had been discharged as 
unfit for .ervice, chiefly from debility after yellow tever. Thus 
atter tour years of tighting, Pitt and Dundal had thrown away eighty 
thousand men, the destruction of whom had not cost one-tenth ot that 
nwmber to France. In stct neither France nor the Revolution were 
appreciably the worse. 
Since thil was the case, it is not surprising that the British Parlia-
ment .hould have begun to consider the prospect of withdrawing from the 
Frenoh colonies. When the speeoh trom the throne was read in the House ot 
Commons in November 1797, Mr. Bryan Edward8 noted the change in language from 
that of s imllar speeches: 
He then in particular adverted to our West India oonquests; 
and his knowl edge of thOle Islands led him to give it as his de-
ctded opinion, an opinion which has been fully and fatally confinned, 
that if it was tomorrow in our power to conquer the whole of the 
French islands, the conquest so far from bging advantageous or pro-
ductive, would be ruinous in the holding.3 
35 Fortescue, 103-105. 
36 Campbell, VII, 105. 
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The same aQthor fQrther chronicles sQccinctly: "In the Wast Indies 
• 
nothing of ~portance oCCQrred this year [17981 except the evacQation of 
st. Domingo."37 There was a little more to it than this, however. Though 
the British may have contemplated leaving, they did not go until TOQssaint 
LOQvertQre in the spring of 1798 captured Mlrebalais and forced them to 
evacQate Port-aQ-Prince, Croix des BOQquets, Archaye and st. Marc. 38 They 
held on to Jeremie and MOle St. Nicholas until fall, but were then obliged to 
yield these. In AQgQst, Maitland and Toussaint arranged terms for the com-
plete withdrawal of the British force. This took place in October after five 
years of British occQpation from 1793 to 1798, the cost of which has been 
estimated at a total of twelve million pounds. 39 Thus in the end the 
British 
attempt to OCCQPy the place left vacant by Franoe ••• was toiled by 
the charaoter of the country and the genius of the greatest leader 
whom the Negro race has ever prodQced. 
Born a slave, TOQssaint LOQverture by his own ability raised 
himself to supreme command of the French forces in santo Domingo 
by his own initiative, though under the apparent direction of the 
French officials in the island.... It was largely dQe to him that 
the •••• English were driven from the {Oench part of the island in 
which they had gotten a foothold •••• 
Before he left, General Maitland signed, in August, a secret commercial 
treaty with Toussaint, the basis of the later Anglo-American acoord with him. 
37 ~., 130. 
38 H. P. Davis, BlaCk Democraoy, The story of Haiti, Dial Press, N.Y., 
1928, 53-54. 
39 H. Pau1eus-Sannon, Histmre de Toussaint-Louverture, Imprimerie A. 
He raux, Port-au-Prinoe, 1932, II, 113. 
40 Treud1ey, 127-128. 
41 PaQ1~us-Sannon, II, 103. 
CHAPTER III 
BRITISH-AMERICAN RAPPROCHEMENT 
IN 1798 
That relations between the newly independent repQblio of the United 
states and the fonner mother oOQntry OOQld, at the beginning, have been very 
cordial was oertainly not to be expected. Hot only patriotic feeling on 
both sides wOQ1d be opposed; there were also too many practical problems 
involved. For the British, one of these was the abandonment of the former 
ideal of trade monopoly. A modern English writer summarized the history of 
this period thus: 
"Ring OQt the old, ring in the new," say the historians when 
in 1783, the old mercantile Empire breaks in twain, and when in 
1815 England emerges from the Napoleonic Wars with a new empire 
won. l 
To the "old" mercantilist who was being rung OQt, prospects were insecure and 
not nearly so cheer~l: 
The oentral dootrine of Meroantilism was the belief that national 
prosperity and power could be secQred by maintaining a self-
SQfficing and controlled economic order. In the Mercantile ideal 
of a "perfect" empire, colonies were desirable to oomplement the 
mother state, to relieve it of dependenoe on others, and to add 
to its resouroes for international oompetition. This ideal was 
well expressed by the pamphleteer who compared oolonies to sub-
ordinate buildings of a mansion and satirically agreed to separate 
from them, saying, " ••• let us take down these sQperfluous buildings, 
and we shall find every commodity under our own roof. n2 
1 W. P. MOrrell, British Colonial Policy in the Age of Peel and RQssell 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1930, i. 
2 Frederic J. Ericson, The British Colonial System and the Question of 
Ch4!!e of Policy on the Eve of the American RevolQtion, University of Chicago, 
194 , 1. 
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By gaining her independence the United states ~t herselt ouv-ide the 
British Oolonial system, and one anonymous pamphleteer thought that she sbmuld 
be made to teel it, that commodities fonnerly obtained by the British West 
Indies from the United states could be supplied to her by Oanada and should 
3 be. "In 1783 the mercantile system still prevailed. It was the outcome of 
the desire for self-contained and complete national lite, to secure which 
4 
the Navigation Laws had been passed ••• " The pxosperity of the British West 
India possessions had been built on that economic system and they were tryi 
to hold to it - "An implioit compaot for a mutual monOpOly.H5 Even when the 
situation began to oall forth suoh pamphlets as, nThe Radical Oause ot the 
Present Distress of the West India Planters" it was held by some that trade 
with America would not help muoh. 6 Others had felt very strongly that it 
would and Vainly urged a departure trom former principles: 
Mr. Burke, with his usual comprehensive discernment, has 
expressed a generous indignation against all prohibitory systems, 
and the accomplished minister in the direction of our tinances, 
brought into Parliament a provisional bill tor the re-establishment 
3 A British Traveller, The Policy of Great Britain considered with 
Relation to her North Amerioan Provinces and West Indian Possessions; 
Wherein the Dangerous Tendency of American Oompetition is developed and the 
necessity of recommenoing a Oolonial System on a vigorous and extensive 
scale, exhibited and defended; with plans tor the promotion ot immigration 
and striotures on the treaty of Ghent, Baldwin, Oradock and Joy, London, 
1816, 108-110. 
4 Oharl es Herbert Ourrey, British Oolonial Policy 1783-1915, Oxford 
University Press, London, 1916, 8. 
5 Lillian ~ Penson, The Oolonial Agents of the British West Indies, 
A study in Oolonial Administration mainly in the Eighteenth Oentury, Univer-
sity ot London Press, London, 1924, 208. 
6 nPamphlets on West Indian Affairs", Edinburgh Review, 1809, XIII, 409. 
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ot a commeroial interoo~rse between the kingdom and Amerioa, 'ounded 
on very benefioial and enlarged principles. and which, had it passed 
into a law, wou.14, I am persu.aded, have tended in its oonsequ.enoes, 
not to the inJ~ry of ou.r trade and navigation, as apprehended bu.t 
in a very eminent degree, to the su.pport and encou.ragement of both. 
I have indeed ever thought and said, and ever shall think and 
say, that the war with Amerioa on the part of Great Britain, was 
conoeived in wiokedness, and continu.ed through insanity; bu.t I had 
hopes, after the discipline we have u.ndergone, that at length we 
were nearly cu.red of o~r deliriu.m; tor we have b,en blistered and 
blooded, pu.mped, p~rged and chained to the earth. 
~t Edwards t hopes for the effect ot the "discipline" they had u.ndergon 
were not realized apparently: 
That revolt ot the American oolonists tau.ght the imperial 
ru.ling grou.ps in England a lesson in how to govern oolonies wisely 
is nothing bu.t a legend .... In regard to eoonomic colonial polioies 
the fonner system of mu.tu.al preferenoes and monopolies was retained ••• 
Neither the seltish proposals of the su.gar planters and mer-
ohants and of the English trading hou.ses engaged in the trade with 
the United States, nor the oonsistent reasoning of the Pitts and 
Shelbu.rnes were able to overoome the u.nited opposition of all those 
who had a stake in the preservat ion ot the old merc.anti1ist system 
(namely the ship-owners) and those who, with or withou.t re-examining 
its principles, regarded the Navigation Aot as the inviolable fou.nda-
tion of Britaints sea power and secu.rity. The arguments ot the 
Sheffield sohool aohieved a striking viotory and Pittts bill was 
rejeoted. The first attempt to u.nfetter B.ritain's trade had tailed 
as had those grou.ps who wished tg draw the United states back into 
the orbit of the British Empire. 
However there was a movement for free trade afoot as is indicated by 
one anonymou.s pamphleteer who was extremely eager to "ring in the new.~ 
Commeroe shou.ld be as tree as the ooean on whioh it travels; 
all restraints introdu.oe ru.in, and all ~ties, c~stoms, and 
excises, are nothing more than tyranny passing a veto u.pon the 
7 Bryan Edwards, Thou.ghts on the Late Prooeedings of Government 
Respecting the Trade ot the West India Islands with the United states of 
America, T. Cadell, London, 1784, 4-5. 
8 Klau.s E. Knorr, British Colonial Theories, University of Toronto 
Press, Toronto, 1944, 212-219. 
prosperity of trade. Kings can place no turn-pikes on the se~ 
they therefore erect their imposts in our national ports, and make 
us pay that at home which they could never exact upon the wide 
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bosom of the main. Britain has spent as much to terminate smuggling 
as she has gained by her multitQde of customs and exoise laws; the 
remedy was worse than the dis§ase and it is well if the nation is 
not ru.ined by the experiment. 
Though they might not be ready to go all the way with the author of 
"The British Toosin," the English Ministers were not Qnwilling to make some 
modifioations in the West India trade laws, as Knorr has indicated, but the 
conoessions in that respeot that Jay was able to get inoorporated into his 
treaty were so small, and those he had made to Great Britain so large, ex-
ceeding his instru.otions, that both Jay and his treaty were rendered unpopular 
10 in Amerioa, After cutting out the artioles referring to t4e West Indies, 
the Senate ratified the treaty in order to avoid war,ll More than that was 
obtained. England no longer attempted to end Amerioan trade with the French 
west Indies as she had just previously: 
The treaty negotiated by Jay in 1794 was England's pledge 
that, while she might place annoying restrictions on Amerioan 
trade with the Frenoh oolonies, she would not again attempt to 
prohibit it entirely.12 
The ratifioat ion by the Senate of Jay's treaty was regarded by JetYerson 
as a victory for those attached to British interests, "The Anglomen haTe in 
9 The British Tocsin; or Proofs of National Ruin, Daniel Isaac Eaton, 
London, 1795, 32-33. 
10 John Spenoer Bassett, A Short History of the United states, Maomillan 
N,Y., 1929, II, 272. 
11 ~., 273, 
12 Mary Treudley, The United States and Santo Domingo, 1789-1866. Re-
printed from the Journal of Race Development, Woroester, Mass., 126. 
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the end got their treaty through, and 10 far have triumphed over the callse of 
.. 
repl1b1iCanism."13 ~helr temporary ascendancy had been largely aided by the 
mistakes of the French minister, G~net, and the clever l1se the Hamiltonian 
Federalists had made of these. As in England, so in the United States, the 
first news of the overthrow of the fonner absoillte monarchy aDd establishment 
of constitlltional government was greeted with enthl1siastio sympathy by many 
Americans. 14 The oondl1ct ot Genet, the French Minister, ala~ed others who 
15 
welcomed Washington's proclamation of nel1tra11ty in 1793. Hamilton and 
King took the lead in sp reading abroad the report ot Genet's famol1s threat to 
appeal "from the President to the people." Hamilton wrote, "I am of the 
opinion with YOll that the charge ought to be insisted llpon; and shol1ld it be 
finally necessary ••• General Knox and myself will come forward as witnesseson16 
This was not, ot COl1rse, from any personal antipathy to Ge:aet, bllt from disN 
tr\1st of and opposition to his government: 
I spoke to him (President Washington) respecting Fallchet, the 
new French Minister, who had that day arrived in town and intimated 
my concern relative to the Fate of G~net; so long as we were in 
danger from his Intri~es, we wished him ill - that no longer exist-
ing we felt compassion and were anxiollS he shOllld not be sacrificed 17 
[to the gl1illotine according to the orders of the French government.) 
13 Letters from Jefferson to MOnroe, Jllly 10, 1796, in The Writings of 
Thomas Jefferson, John C. Riker, New Yolk, 1854, IV, 148. 
14 Charl es R. King, Edi tor, Life and Correspondence of Rl1fl1s Ki~, 
G. P. Plltnam's Sons, N. Y., 1894, I, 437. 
15 ~o, Letter of Rllfu.S King to Alexander Hamilton, April 24, 1793, 
439-440. 
16 Ibid., Letters of Alexander Hamilton to Rl1fl1s King, 457. 
17 ~., Written statement of King, 478. 
Hamilton also wished to take advantage ot the change of gove~ent in 
France to abrogate our treaty with her ot 1778, on the grounds that we had 
18 
made it with the monarchy. The French were disappointed that we had not 
entered the war as their ally or assumed a more benevolent neutrality and the 
treaty with England further displeased them. 
Angry because of the failure ot the United States to live up 
to the treaty obl1gati ana entered into in 1778 which gu.aranteed 
French possession of her West India Islands, France entered upon 
a policy of retaliation which bore hard on the Santo Domingan 
trade •.......••......... e· ••••••••••••••••••••••• • by 179'1 II ••• 
American vessels were daily taken ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• In 
America the same feeling that had manifested itself against 
England in 1794 was tgOused against France by these depradations 
on America commerce. 
This "suicidal" policy of the French Republic strengthened the position 
of those Federalists who were seeking closer cooperation with England against 
France especially with regard to Saint-Domingue. After their evacuation the 
British plans for Saint-Domingue were first to protect Jamaica and the other 
-
British islands frOm the infiltration of Revolutionary ideas, as Rufus King, 
our minister to England, learned before- the British withdrew: 
Abercombie is gone. and General Sincoe is going to the West 
Indies. I don't find that any considerable reinforcement is 
going or gone out. The conquest of st. Domingo I apprehend to be 
relinquished as impracticable, the principal care must be to pre~ 
vent that communication between the British Islands and Guadeloupe 
and st. Domingo, which will expose the former to the disorders 
and ruin which are seen in the latter.~W 
18 John C. Hwni1ton, Editor, The Works of Alexander Hamilton, Charles 
S. Francis and Co., N. Y., 1851, IV, 356, seq. 
19 Treudley, 126-127. 
20 Letter from Ru~s King to Oliver Wolcott, Adams' Secretary of 
Treasur,y, Dec. 12, 1796, in Memoirs of the Administrations of WaShington and 
John Adams edited from the papers of Oliver Wolcott by George Gibbs, Printed 
for the Subscribers, N. Y., 1646, It 473-474. 
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General Maitland made what was su.pposed to be a secret treaty with 
.. 
Toussaint in Augu.st, 1798 in order to secu.re this and other British aims, 
which were: 
To cru.sh, if possible, the French Agent, to preserve the tranqu.ility 
of those who have been u.nder the British Government, ••• and so far as 
it is compati bl e wi th these essential points to throw into the 
channel of British Commerce as large a proportion of the produce 
of Saint Domingo as poss ibl e ••• 21 
It was King in London, who got in tou.ch with Secretary Du.ndas, as soon 
as news of the Maitlani-Tou.ssaint secret treaty was out in England. 22 For: 
I 
From 1793 when war was declared between France and Great Britain 
to 1798 ••• the most important question facing the United States in 
its dealing with the island of Santo Domingo was in regard to its 
trade with that island •••• the ••• desire was to absorb the trade 
which war with England, the mistress of the seas, had compelled 
France to forego. And in the main the desire was fu.lfilled. 
France, fo rced during the period to rely on the U. S. for a large 
proportion of its own food su.pply, 'was unable to take any steps 
toward the provisioning of its colonies, while the carrying trade 
between the French West Indies and Europe also fell into American 
hands. 23 
Thu.s the United States was eager to be allowed to be a party to 
Great Britain's treaty with Toussaint. Yet the very pu.blishing of the news 
of his treaty wi th them ca.u.sed trouble for Toussaint and made him annoyed. 
with the British.24 For the United States to attempt trade with Saint-
Domingue withou.t an arrangement with Great Britain wou.ld not have been pos-
sible. President Adams was to give it as his 
21 Charles Callan Tansill, United States and Santo Domingo A Chapter 
in Caribbean Diplomacy 1798-1873, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1938, 38. 
22 Ib id., 37. 
23 Treudley, 125-126. 
24 ~., 136. 
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opinion ••• that, if the powers of Saint Domingo will not admit 
British ships of war or commerce into their ports, the British· 
government ought to be contented with sufficient assurances of 
neutrality of that island during the war between France and England, 
and not insist on defeating the connections between the United states 
and Saint-Domingo. It is my earnest desire, however, to do nothing 
without the consent, conoert and cooperation of the British govern-
ment in this case. They are so deeply interested that they ought to 
be consulted, ~ the commerce gf the island is not worth to us the 
risk of any dispute with them. 2 
In 1798 Pickering needed no urging to act in concert with the British. 
"His guiding prinCiple at all times was the commercial interest of New Eng-
land. "26Also , "though Adams' Secretary of State he was Hamilton's henchman. 
To understand what was in the wind, it is necessary to consider that at this 
time Hamilton seriously oontemplated a general attack on French and Spanish 
America with the aid of the British navy and of the Revolutionary adherents 
27 
of Francisco Miranda," King, in London, had also been instrumental in 
initiating this project. 28 
It accorded with the plans of Mr. Pitt, at that time, to 
enter with promptitude into the scheme proposed for the emanCipa-
tion of South America. The outline of the preceedings was fully 
agreed upon; and so far had the preparations advanced, that 
General Miranda, in a letter to 1~. Hamilton, the much lamented 
legislator of the United states, dated 6th April, 1798, thought 
himself au. thorized to write in th e following terms. "This letter 
will be delivered to you, my dear and resp ected frie nd, by my 
25 Letter of John Adams to Timothy Pickering, June 15, 1799, in The 
Works of John Adams, Second President of the United States, Editor, Charles 
Francis Adams, Little, Brown, Boston, 1853, VIII, 658. 
26 Samuel Flagg Bemis, The American Secretaries of State and Their 
Diplomacy, Yale University Press, II, 178. 
27 Ludwell Lee Montague, Haiti and the United states 1714-1938, Duke 
University Press, Durham, North Carolina, 1940, 38. 
28 flLettre aux Espagnols-Americalns," Edinburgh Review, 1809, XIII, 
277-278. 
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compatriot Dom X, bearer of most important dispatches for thepresi-
dent of the United states; He will tell yo~ in confidence that the 
freedom of the whole cont inent of the new 'to rld is confided to ~s 
by Providence. The only danger that I foresee is the introd~ction 
of French principles which ~oison freedom in its cradle and will end 
soon by destroying yo~rs.tf2 . 
This was fOllowed by another letter to Hamilton who by this time was 
virt~lly commander of the army of the United states, although nominally he 
was second in command under Washington. 
"Yo~r wishes are in some respects f~filled, because they are 
convinced here, that, on the one hand, there shoud not be 
employed for operatiOns by land any English troops, that all 
land forces should be solely American; on the other, the naval 
forces sho~ld be English only. Everything i8 going smoothly 
here, and we are only awaiting the consent of ~o~ illustrious 
President to let o~t with all possible speed."30 
Miranda's letter was in reply to one of Hamilton's in which he had s~g-
gested "a fleet ot Great Britain, and an army of the United states," and had 
allo stated that "I co~ld personally have no participation in it, ~less 
31 patronized !l. ~ government of this co~trlo The patronage of the 
United states government was not given, however; President John Adams did. 
not answer Miranda's letter to him. "There can be no do~bt that the bare 
s~ggestion of this alliance with Great Britain materially eontrib~ted to 
modify the policy towards France, although Mr. Adams was not then infoxmed 
to the extent of the sympathy which General Miranda had ~cceededin enlisting 
29 .!E2!., 291. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Letter of Hamilton to Miranda of A~~st 22, 1798, in John C. 
Hamilton, History of the Rep~blie of the United States of America as traced 
in the WritingS of Alexander Hamilton and His Contemporaries, Lippincott, 
Philadelphia, 1868, VII, 218-219. 
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,ome leading Federaliats."32 Throqgh King in London, ~ams also knew 
J. General Miranda did not that, ... ., 
if Spain is able to escape being brought under the entire .. e control 
of France, England, between ,.nom and Spain, notwi thstandiCing the 
war, a certain understanding appears to exist, will at pnoresent 
engage in no scheme to deprive Spain of her possessions I in SOllth 
America ••• M1randa will be detained here under one pretene.a&~ or 
another until events shall decide the condllct of England.i. 3 
In fact Englard wou.ld oppose 8lly prEmature attenpts again_nat the Spanish 
England, since Miranda's arri val here, bllt withollt .H his knowledge, 
has info ltned Spain, not only that she will not countenano.ace or assist 
the Spanish colonies in becoming independent, bu..t that stilhe will join 3 
her in resisting the endeavors of others to accomplish i __ t, provided ••• 4 
Adams had opposed Hamilton's appointment as ranking gene_eral after 
luhlngton, am. been annoyed at the round-abollt way in which'" the Hamil tonlans 
thrOllgh Washington's intervention: "There h.eu.a.& been too milch 
business wi til General Washington and me. ,,35 Yet Adams did 
.. _ oppose the Miranda project in 1798, merely to depri ve Haml.i1 ton of glory 
36 
.. has been alleged. He did not, knowing the British plans._. answer 
Neither did he altogether Pllt a qu.ietlls on .. the plan. 
"Uton went on with it, as a mtter of factJ for a year. He e wrote thu..s to 
32 Charles F. Adams, Editor, Works of John Adams, VIII, 582. 
33 Ibid., Letter from King to Pickering, Febrllary 26, X 1798, VIII, 
34 ~., Letter from King to Pickering, April 6, 1798 •• , VIII, 586. 
35 Ibid., 588. See also notes pp. 588-590. 
-
36 John C. Hamilton, History of the Repllblic of the Uni._ted states, 
220. I 
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a friend in Congress, the following January: 
.. 
It is desirable to complete and prepare the land force which 
has been provided fo r by law. Besides eventllal. secllri ty against 
invasion we ollsh t certainly to look to the possession of the 
Floridas and LOllisiana and we 01lght to sqllint at So 11th America.37 
Even Washington, looking at affairs from a soldier's point of view 
39 
apparently, conCllrred with Hamil ton in some of his designs as to an offensive 
war. In a letter to Governor Trumball he said: 
I qllestion whether the evil arising from the Frenoh getting 
possession of LOllisiana and Florida would be generally seen, until 
felt, and yet no problem in Ellclid i8 more evident or sllsceptible 
of clearer demonstration. Not less difficlllt is it to make them 
believe that offensive operations oftentimes are the sllrest, if 
not in some case8 the only means of defense. 38 
Adams, not being a soldier, did not look at the situation from a mili-
tary man's viewpoint. He looked at it, as it would seem from his objections, 
from the point of vi ew of a flUgal New Engl ander and taxpaye r: 
One thing I know, that regimen ts are costly artioles every-
where, and more so in this country than any u.nder the sun. If 
this nation sees a great army to maintain, wi thollt an enemy to 
fight, there may arise an enthllsiasm that seems to be little 
foreseen. A.t present there is no more prospect of seeing a 
French army here, than there is in Heaven.39 
Adams did think it important, however, to send 01lt warships against the 
French privateers, so though he delayed recruiting for the army, he "di~ 
everything he cOllld to speed IIp the constlUction of the navyo~O The bllild 
37 Ibid., 322. 
38 Ibid., 318. 
39 C. F. Adams, Works of John Adams, VIII, 613. 
40 Samllel Flagg Bemis, A Diplomatic History of the United states, 
Henr,y Holt Co., N. Y., 1936, 120. 
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of a navy woald haTe the effect ot killing two birds with one ston._ It 
coald serve as a weapon against the French and as a carb on the British, so 
oar commerce woald not be completely at their mercy. Adams had good reasons, 
as we ha.ve seen, for not believing Miranda's assarance that, 
England, feeling at last that her safety and fa tare happiness 
depend absolately on an alliance and intimate attachment to America, 
is resolved to pat aside all spirit ot jealoasy and commercial mono-
poly and to cooperate with yoa in favor of this important object.41 
Engl&XJd was ready to cooperate tho~ in another commercial treaty with 
Toassaint Loavertare, with mach misgiving on the part of General- Maitland, 
who had a.s little trust in Americans as President Adams had in the Englhh.42 
That the British were slow to abandon the policy of commercial monopoly is 
shown in their proposal to establish a joint British-American company tor 
the exclasive control of the trade with Saint-Domingae.43 This was rejected 
by the United states as not in accordance with American castoms.44 The 
fina.l a.rrangements that we ade with the British and Toussaint were conclu.ded 
daring oar naval war with France and are described in the next chapter which 
deals with the naval war as it affected Sa,int-Domingaeo 
41 Letter of Miranda to Adams, dated Augast 17, 1798 in Works of John 
Adams, VIII, 581. 
42 Tansi 11, 56. 
43 Adams, VII, 634. 
44 Treudley, 135. 
CHAPTER IV 
AMERICAN QUASI-ALLIANCE WITH TOUSSAINT LOUVERTURE 
1798 - 1800 
As we have seen, the American Treaty with Great Britain, ratified by 
the Senate in 1796, was resented by the French Republic which retaliated by 
decrees against American shipping, with disastrous effect on the rapidly 
expanding trade of the United states. Atter the Revolution American comme 
1 bad reached pre-war levels again by 1789. From 1789 to 1797 American exp 
trade trebled and imports quadrupled. Our sea cOlTJlleree, however, was harri 
by the Spanistl, English and French, after the outbreak: of war in Europe in 
1793, espeoially by the Frenoh in the Caribbean. 2 
The French Republio also showed annoyanoe at the reoall ot Monroe, a 
Rept1.bl1can, and the sending ot Pinokney, & Federalist, &S ou.r minister to 
Paris, to ~ch an extent that they re~sed to receive him, thus suspending 
rela tions for a period with the United States. Ad.s, willing to make some' 
attempt to conciliate Franoe, sent three commissioners, Pinckney, Marshall 
and Gerry, to negotiate our ditferenoes with the Directory. At the same 
time there was a great deal ot disaffection over French attempts to diotate 
policy in this country, which in his address to the speoial session ot 
Congress called in May, 1797, bec~se of the state ot our relations with 
-
1 Dudley W. Knox, History of the United States Navy, P. G. Putnam's 
Sons, N. Y., 1936, 44. 
2 .!!!!., 45. 
41 
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France, President Adams voiced thas: .. 
Such attempts oQght to be repelled with a deoision which shall 
ccnvince France that we are not a degraded people humiliated under 
a colonial spirit of fear and sense of inferiority, fitted to be 
the miserable instruments of foreign infl!ences, and regardless of 
nati onal honor, c ha.racter and int erest ••• 
The President arged that preparations for war should not be neglected: 
It remains for Congress to prescri be SIlch regulations 1.8 will 
enable oar seafaring citizens to defend themselves against violations 
of the law of nations ••••• in addition ••• it appears to me necessary 
to equip the frigates the building of which had been previously 
aathorized4by Congress and provide other vessels of inferior force •••• o 
Talleyrand t s treatment of the three Commissioners of the United States 
in the famous X Y Z affair became known \"hEll Adams sent their reports to 
Congress in April, 1798. Congress responded to these insalts with energetic 
measares, the provisions of which were almost eqaivalent to a declaration of 
war. One sach was, an Act more effectaally to protect the Commerce and the 
Coasts of the United States, by which the President was 
hereby aathorized to ••• direct the commanders of the a~ed vessels 
belonging to the United States to seize ••• any ••• ar,med vessel which 
shall have committed or Vlhicb. shall be fown hovering on the 
coasts of the United States for the palpose of committing depreda-
tions on the vessels belonging to the citizens thereof. 5 
A Department of the Navy was created by an act of Congress of April 30, '1798, 
"whose chief officer shall be called the Secretary of the Navy, whose daty it 
shall be to execute such orders as he shall receive from the President of the 
3 Doouments Relating to the Controversy Over Neatral Rights Between the 
United States and Franoe, 1797-1800, in Pampblet No. 24 pablished by the 
Carnegie EndowmEnt for International Peace, Washington, D.C., 1917, 29-30. 
4 ~o, 31-32. 
5 .!.E.!!. , 59 • 
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United states relative to ••• matters connected with the naval estab~sbment of 
6 the United States." Benjamin Stoddert was apPointed to till this position, 
and volunteers came forward to command and to man the ships as is evinced 
by the folloWing application to Captain John Barry ot Revolutionary fame, now 
Senior Officer of the new Navy. 
Baltimore April 18 1798 
Sir Atter S&luteing You. Beg leave once more to trouble 
you. As Ships of War is to be provided, and to every appearance 
a War is inevitable, (in consequence I ofter to Serve,) I wish to 
be on the stage of Action once more, Be pleased to take the 
Necessary Steps, so that I may it possible Obtain a Command, let 
me request of you to intonn me of the channel through which the 
applications are made, and it further steps is necessary to be 
taken by me.""" 
Wishing you heal th and prosperi ty, 
And Remain Dear Sir, 
Yours with the Greatest Respect 
MY Best respects 
to Mrs. Barry David Porter 
Captain Barry 
P.S. I have put my son David [afterwards Commodore in the 
War of 1812 and father of the future Admiral Porter} on board 
the frigate Constellation (A Midshipman) he is Just Entered 
his 19th year, he is active, and promising, and understands 
navigation Well, a tolerable good Scholer other ways; has been 
Several voyages to Sea, and Flatter myselt ~e will use exer-
tions to merit Something in our Young Navy. 
War was not only expected but desired in some quarters as we learn from 
a letter of June 12, 1798 from St~hen Higginson, Navy Agent at Boston: "I 
am glad to find that Congress oontinue rising, they must keep on and adopt 
Mr. Foster's motion for open War, it is the path of safety and honour, and 
6 Dudley W. Knox, Editor, Naval Doowments Related to the Quasi-War 
between the United states and France. United states Government Printing Offic , 
Washington, 1935, I, 59-60. 
7 ~., 55-560 
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nothing short of it will save o~r co~ntry from being revol~tionizeq."8 By 
the end of itle year 1798 the Naval forces in the West Indies had been orga-
nized into fo~r 8q~adrons: the first ~nder Commodore Truxtun at St. 
Christq,hers, the thi rd Wlder Corrrnodore Tingey stationed in the Windward 
Passage between C~ba and Haiti and the fo~rth under Corrrnodore Stephen Decat~r 
on the north ooast of C~ba. 
In the S~er of 1798 Congress had passed an act to prohibit trade with 
France "and the dependencies there of", b~t provided that, "if ••• the govern-
ment of France, and all persons acting by or ~der their a~thority, shall 
clearly disavow, and shall be found to refrain from ••.• e.gressions, depredation 
and hostilities ••• it shall be lawful for the President of the United States •• 
to remit and dlsoontinue the prohibitions arid restraints hereby enacted."9 
This act bore with some severity on To~saint Lo~vert~re in Saint-Domingue, 
who was dependent on the United States, certainly for provisions, and pro-
bably for arms, as one writer speaking of the revolted slaves intimated: 
"~t it grieves me to add, that the rebels were afterwards a~ndantly supplied 
by small vessels from North America, the masters of whioh felt no scr~ple to 
receive in payment s~gar and rum, from estates of which the owners had been 
m~rdered by the men with whom they trafficked. nlO 
8 Ib id., 112. 
9 Aot of Congress of June 13, 1798 in Documents Relating to the 
Controversy over Ne~tral Rights, 61-62. 
10 Bryan Edwards, Historical S~vey of the French Colony of St. Domingo, 
John Stockdale, London, 1881, III, 82. 
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Though trade with Saint-Domin~e was not legal, aQthorities were qQite 
aware that it existed, as is evident from a report of the Secretary of State: 
Sir, agreeably to yonr reqnest I have the honor to inform 
yon, that in Angust 1797 the United States Brigantine Sophia was 
sent to the West Indies, to collect and bring home snch American 
Seamen as shoQld be fOQnd destitnte of the means of retnrning. 
She visited GQ&da1oQpe, Porto Rico, St. Domingo, and CQba: but 
found SQch destitute seamen only at Porto Rico, from which she 
bronght QPwards of ninety to st. Domingo, where many American 
vessels wanting hands, they were distrtObQted among them; fonr 
only being brought home in the Sophia, 1 
The following is also an interesting comment on the illegal trade with Saint-
Domingue: 
I beg Leave to add an Observation to shew, that the Renewal 
of the Commeroe has now become not only an Act of Policy, bnt also 
a Measure of Necessity notwithstanding the vigorous Laws enacted 
in America, to prevent Vessels from sailing to French Ports, and 
the Vigilance of' American Cruisers, the Flag of the United states is 
ieen aa frequently in every Port of this Colony, &8 it was before 
the prohibitory Act was passed. 12 
Apparently thongh, Tons saint had not been satisfied with the supplies 
received in this way, for he sent this message to a Philadelphia merohant 
early in JanQary~ 1799: 
I did not wait till this day to feel the necessity there is 
for tne Island of St. Domingo to form again bonds of friendship 
and good understanding with the United states, snch &s that friend-
ship and good Qnderstanding so happily existed between the two 
countries whose mntual prosperity required they should never have 
been destroyed. This opinion of mine I have sQffioiently evinced 
by sending to the Federal Government persons in whom I PQt my 
confidence and whose mission was to restore that good harmony 
that prevailed before •••••••••••.•...•.•••.•••••.•..........••• 
11 Knox, Naval Documents, I, 113. 
12 Ibid., III, 127. 
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With a design to make you easy about wha.t is the object of.your 
hopes and fears, I do again promise you, upon my word which was 
always a good. one, and which I always held sacred, that such American 
vessels fitted for st. Domingp as shall enter our Ports, shall be 
heartily welcome, fa.voured and protected, that no restraint shall be 
put upon their trade and finally that when they come among us they 
shall find that they are among a friendly ~ brotherly peop1e. 13 
Toussaint thought that Bunel, his agent, "The trusty person whom you invl te 
me to send over, in order to negotiate about these momentous concerns ••• has 
by this time reaohed America. n14 By the end of February, Bune1 had been 
allowed an interview with President Adams as we learn from the Secretary of 
state: 
:Mr. Bunel who delivered me a letter from General Touissaint (sic] 
to the President of the United states, requesting that a commercial 
intercourse between them and St. Domingo mi~ t be opened, desired 
the favor of seeing tne President, and he saw hlm. 15 
The United States was as ready as Toussaint Louverture to be on friendly 
terms. Earlier in January, Barry had been thus directed by Secretary 
Stoddert: 
It is very much the wish of the President that you should take some 
occasion before your return to shew yourself, with the greatest 
part of the Fleet at Cape Francois, to Genl. Toussaint, who has a 
great desire to see some Ships of War belonging to America - but 
it is not intended, that you should sacrifice any important object 
to gratify this general; with whom however, if it should fall in 1 
yoar way, it may be well for you to oultivate a good u.nderstaniing, 6 
17; 
The same day similar instructions were issued to Truxtun. Before 
13 ..!E.!!.. II, 216. 
14 .!!!!!., 
15 Ibid.. 373. 
16 Ibid., Letter to Captain John Barry from the Secretary of the Navy, 
January 16, 1799, II, 242. 
17 Ibid., 243. 
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General MAitland arrived in the United states to act for the Britis~ in 
arranging the terms of a Joint commercial treaty with Toussaint, the United 
states had already sent to Oap Fran90is, Dr. Stevens, a relative of Hamilton's 
as Oonsul-General. He landed at Oap Fran90is the eighteenth of April and pro-
ceeded at once to come to terms with Toussaint whom he found willing to 
persuade the Oommissioner of the Directory, Roume, when necessary: 
I endeavored, as well as I was able, to obviate all the 
Objections which were urged by the particular Agent against the 
Terms required by the government of the United States. In this 
attempt I met wi th powerful Support from the General in Ohief. 
His Penetration and good Sense enabled him to see the Justice 
and Propriety of the President's Demands, and, after a very lengthy 
conversation, the particular Agent hLmself was convinced that Nothing 
was asked but what was conducive to the Prosperity of the Oolony.l8 
The first four articles of the secret convention which Toussaint had pre-
viously signed with General Maitland in August, 1798 had partaken more of the 
nature of an anned truce than of a commercial treaty as they provided that: 
first, General Maitland promised not to attack st. Domingue; second, Toussauro 
made the same promise with regard to Jamaica; third, Maitland promised that· 
his government would not interfere with the internal affairs of Salnt-DomiDgu.e; 
fourth, Toussaint promised also that he would not interfere in the polItics 
and government of Jamaica. These four provisiOns were to be in effect e>nly 
for the duration of tbe war. By the fifth article, however, Great Britain 
pledged "A quantity of provisions which will be later determined ••• and the 
value of these provisiOns will be paid for in colonial Products ••• 19 
18 ~., Letter from stevens to Pickering, May 3, 1799, III, 123. 
19 Rayford W. Logan, The Diplomatic Relations of the United states with 
Haiti, 1776-1891, University ot North CarolIna Press, Chapel HIll, 1941. 66=6& 
l1he legend tha t Mai tlam offered Tou.ssaint a crown seems, in the light of re-
cent research on that su.bJect, to be ill-founded. See Logan, 64. 
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In 1799, the British, though they wished to participate in tne.island's 
trade on eq~al tenns with the United states, were still more concerned to 
proteot Jamaica and their other West India islands, "which it was considered 
wo~ld be endangered by an unrestrained intercourse with St. Domingo."20 
Maitlard therefore insisted with Pickering that it would be "essential ••• to 
confine the conmerce to one or two Ports."21 Pickering acquiesoed though 
there were drawbacks to this arrangement. B~t these were o~tweighed by the 
disadv~tages Maitland predicted from "existing orders to British cruiser. on 
that station whicb might occasion vexations and injurious interruptions to 
our vessels destined for St. Domingo ••• n22 Pickering was, therefore, careful 
to instruct stevens: 
When all arrangements shall have been made by General Toussaint, 
to General Maitland's and your satisfaotion, General Maitland will 
send infonnation thereof to the British Admiral and officers on that 
station. This is a measure of too much importance to us tg be 
omi tted, and it w111 be well fo r you to remind him of it.2 
General Maitland was the bearer of this letter to Stevens explaining 
the terms ot cooperation agreed on at Philadelphia. Besides a restriction on 
the number of ports to be opened the British had also obtained a delay in the 
time of the "renewal of the commeroe (WhiCh Pickering had hoped to begin) 
20 Letter of Pickering to Stevens, April 20, 1799, Knox, Naval Docu-
ments, III, 70. 
21 Ibid., 71. 
22 Letter of Pickering to King, April 22, 1799, in Charles R. King, 
Life and Correspondence of Rufus King, G. P. Putnam's Sons, N. Y., 1896, 
III, 6. 
23 Pickering to Stevens, Knox, Naval Documents. III, 72. 
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perhaps two or three weeks sooner ••• knowing that our merchants wer~ on tip-
toe to reoommence that trad.e. "24 
Before Mait land's a.rri val, however, stevens had al ready worked out some 
terms of agreement with Toussaint; the most important of these were the re-
gulatio~to restrain Frenoh privateers and to aid Amerioan ships in the West 
Indies: 
Article 1st: The most effectual Means have been used to 
eall in the Priva.teers of this oolony,~ a.nnul their Commissions. 
And I oan assure you, with Confidence, that methods equally 
effectual, will be taken to prevent them from being renewed •••••• 
Artiole 3rd: The armed Vessels of the United states, both 
publio,tprivate. a.s well as mere Merchant Vessels, will be per-
mitted freely to enter the Ports of the Island to viotual, water 
and refit, a.nd will in all Respects be receiyed, and treated as 
Friends. 25 
Toussaint did not a.gree at once entirely to forbid his harbors to all 
Frenoh privateers. 
I urged very strongly the neoessity of excluding from the 
ports of St. Domingo all Frenoh anned Vessels oommissioned else-
where; but it was thought impolitio to insert suoh an article in 
a Publio Instrument, whioh allowed a pennission of entering these 
Ports, to the armed Vessels of America. There was no hesitation, 
however, in privately granting what I desired. Orders have in 
consequences been given to suffer no French armed Vessels, to oome 
into the Ports of the Colony exoept under oircumstances, whioh would 
induce any civilized Nation, to afford them an asyl~, such as stress 
of weather, want of Provisions, etc. etc. etc. And it is stipulat.ed, 
that even in such circumstances, they shall not remain in Port a 
moment longer than is neoessary and that great oare shall be taken 
to prevent them from dOing any Mischief to Neutral Commerce. tt26 
24 Piokering to King, Life and Correspondence of Rufus King, III, 6. 
25 "Letters of Toussaint Louverture and Edward Stevens, 1798-1800," 
Franklin J. Jameson, Editor, Amerioan Historical Review. 1910, XVI, 70. 
26 lE..!! .. , 71. 
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Pickering's reply to this was that To~ssaintts private ass~r&nces wo~ld not 
.. 
be eno~h, that something more formal m~st be obtained. He was pleased, 
though, that To~ssaint's wishes and Anglo-American policy coincided on a 
feasible plan of reg~l&t ing trade. 
It is renarkable that General To~ss&int sho~ld desire the ports 
of Cape Fran90is and Port-aa-Prince, alone to be opened to o~r 
commerce in the first instance, and that oar vessels shoald there 
receive passports to go to the other ports - within Toassaint's 
jarisdiction. This +8 precisely the arrangement formed here with 
General Maitland ••• 2 
This was not really so remarkabl e. Toassaint's intention was to cat off 
sapplies thas from Rigand, a m~atto ohief in command of the soathern section 
of the island, whom he expected to rebel. When Maitland arrived at Saint-
Domi~e, he approved the articles that stevens and To~ssaint had already 
drawn ~p and the treaty 1f&8 finally signed by him, not by stevens, in spite 
of the tact that Toassaint was still very cool to the British. Maitland, on 
his arrival had aSked stevens to come oat to the ship to talk to him as he 
was "prevented from landing at the Cape for partic~ar Reasons."28 Even 
after making this second agreement with the British, To~ssaint ref~ed to 
receive the British representative, Colonel Grant. 29 
This attit~de of Toussaint was not, of co~rse, dictated by mere caprioe. 
His negotiations with the British were the occasion if not the ca~se, of 
serio~s diffic~lties in his administration. In reporting to Pickering the 
27 Letter from Pickering to Adams, May 29, 1799, Knox, Naval Doouments, 
III, 272. 
28 ~., Mai tland to stevens, May 14, 1799, III, 183. 
29 Ibid., MAitland to stevens, May 23, 1799, III, 237. 
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oommencement of hostilities with Rigaud Stevens says, 
'Tho' the Dissention between these Chiefs 1s ot an old Date ••• , 
yet I do not imagine that the Explosion wOIl14 have taken place 
.. 
so soon. had it not been for the oiroumstances that have reoently 
occilrred. The pllblication of General Maitland's Treaty at the 
Mole, and t~e many injlldioiolls paragraphs that were inserted in 
The english papers gave an air of PlallSibility to a Tale, which 
Rigaud studiously propagated, that the Colony of st. Domingo was 
to be sold to the british Government, and onoe more brought under 
the Yoke of Slavery. Bilt when the H.M.S. Camilla appeared off 
the Cape and the British officers were seen landing in their 
Uniforms, even, the Friends of Toussaint were stagger'd •••• The 
secret Conferenoe of General Maitland with Toussaint ••• excited 
SIlspicions ••• and added a Foroe to the insinuations of his Enemies. 
Mutiny, Desertion & Treachery were the immediate effeots ••• My 
efforts in favor of the bri tish Interests will beoome more 
diffioult •••• You may be assured, however, Si~ that I shall not 
omit anything that lays in my Power to promote the joint Interests 
of both Coun tri es. 30 
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Maitland thought the Benefits of the Anglo-American treaty with Toussaint 
would "entirely rest with the Amerloans."31 He did not in consequence give 
enthusiastic aid. to Toussaint against Rigaud. His policy was to keep con-
ditions in the island unsettled and prolong the confliot between Toussaint 
32 
and Rigaud.. For this purpose he ordered the Governor of Jamaica to send 
supplies of food, one hundred barrels of gunpowder, two hundred stand of arms, 
and "a few Flints" to Toussaint. He also wrote to Admiral Sir Hyde Parker 
33 
asking for a blookade of Rigaud's ports. This may have been inspired.by 
30 Ibid., stevens to Piokering, June 24, 1799, III, 391-392. 
31 Charles Callan Tansill, United States ani Santo Domingo. A Chapter 
in Caribbean Diplomaoy 1798-1873, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1938, 63. 
32 Ibid., 66. 
33 Ibid., 67. 
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the intelligence he had received through stevens of Rigaud's intention to 
.. 
invade .Tamaica. 
During my residence at the Cape, last year, I was informed, 
by a blaok Chief in th e Confidenc e of General Hedouville, that 
the Agency of Saint Domingo had received positive Orders from 
the Execu ti ve Directory to invade botbi the Sou.thern States of 
America and the Island of Jamaica. Genl. Tou.ssaint was con-
su.lted on the best Mode of making the Attack, but having enter'd 
into a Convention wi th you to refrain from all Military Expedi-
tions against Jamaica he strenuously opposed this invasion. 
Finding that Tou.ssaint was infiexible, Hedouville turned his 
Attention towards Rigaud, whom he nominated to carry this Business 
into execution. His su.dden and u.nexpected Departure, however, put 
a.n immediate stop to the Preparations whian had been commenced •••• 
He is, at present at the Head of 10,000 men and has sent down a 
white Emissary to excite the Neg1es in .Tamaica to revolt and be 
ready to join him at his Arrival. 4 
The fear of invasion from the French islams and a slave insurrection 
~ch as had occu.rred in Saint-Domingue was not peculiar to the British. It 
was shared by soma Americans, not merely those of a timid vari ety, either. 
Washington thought that if a French invasion of the United states were 
attempted it would be directed against the South. "There can be no doubt of 
their arming our own Negroes against u.s .. "35 After quoting Washington, Gibbs 
goes on to say: 
It is not a little remarkable that, among the motives to 
an increase of the military force of the cou.ntry at this time, 
the fear of servile ineu.rrection should ha. ve been so entirely 
forgotten. Such an occurrence though not a ~tter for pu.blic 
discussion, was well considered at the time.3 
34 Knox, Naval Documents, III, 236-237. (Whether the Jamaica plot was 
genuine or not, this letter had the desired effects.) 
35 George Gibbs, Memoirs of the Administration of Washington and John 
Adams, printed for the subscribers, N. Y., 1846, II, 60. 
36 Ibid. 
r 
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In 1798 Adams had recei ved a letter from Henry Knox. former Secretary of 
.. 
War under Washington, expressing hiB fears of a FrencA invasion and a Negro 
insurrection. "The event is possible, and whatever is possible the enemy 
will have the enterprise to attempt. n37 Later Stevens sent Pickering a copy 
of the same plan of invasion which he had described in a previous letter to 
38 Maitlande> 
The fears of the Americans and the British were the same respecting the 
machinations of the French Republic and a Negro insurrection, but their poli-
cies with regard to Toussaint were different. The British policy was, as we 
have seen, at one with the French in this instance for stevens describes it 
thus to Pickering: 
I hinted to you, some time ago, my suspicion that Rigaud was 
privately supported by the french Government, from the cruel 
Policy of weakening both MUllattoes and Negroes, by fomenting and 
keeping up a Contest between them. Ever3day confirms me more in 
this opinion, and I have now no doubt that the Agent is the secret 
and diabolical Instrument employed by them for this Purpose.39 
stevens considered this a contest between two rival chiefs: 
The one proud, haughty,~cruel •••• agitated by a restless ambi-
tion, (and he] views with impatience a Negro at th.e Head of Affairs 
and in Possession of that Power, which he thinks is due to his 
superior Talent. The other more mild and humane thinks that the 
interests of human nature require this Man to be deposed, and that. 
the Authority he himself possesses is justly merited by the Services 
he has rendered to the Colony. Both wish to reign, but by different 
means, and with differing views. Rigaud would deluge the Country 
with Blood to accomplish this favorite Point and slaughter indis-
oriminately whites, blaoks and even the leading Chiefs of his own 
Colour. - The acquisition of Power, with him is only desirable 
37 Knox, Naval Documents, I, 140-141. 
38 "Letters of Toussaint Louverture and Edward Stevens, n 82. 
39 Knox, Naval Documents, III, 390. 
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because it would enable him to in~lge without restraint, his cruel 
and aanguinary Passions. Toussaint, on the oontrary, is desiroUS of 
being confinned in his Authority by the united Efforts of all the 
inhabitants, whose Friend and Protector he wishes to be considered, 
and, I am convinced, were his Power unoontroled he wd. exercise it 
in protecting Co~nerce, enoouraging Agriculture and establishipg 
useful Re~lations for the internal Government of the Colony.40 
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Naturally, argued stevens, Toussaint should be supported by the United 
states. He was not only the better man, he was the stronger. 
Toussaint runs no Risk from open Forcee He is too powerful. 
His only danger is from internal Treason •••• lt will readily occur 
to you, Sir, that if 'roussaint should prove unSllccessful, all the 
arrangements we have made respecting Commerce must fall to the 
Ground. The most solemn Treaty would have little weight with a 
man of Rigau.d t s caprici OllS and tyrannical Temper. This circumstance 
points out the absolute Necessity of supporting Toussaint by every 
Legal Measure •••• it might be prud~t to direct some of the American 
Ships of War to cruise on the South side of the Island, and about 
Jeremie, in order, that they might cooperate with the British in 
cutting off al[l] supplies ani Provisions and Ammunition.4l 
This letter is particularly interesting in the 1 ight of after events. 
Ris observation of the danger to Toussaint of treason, and the failure of any 
treaty should Toussaint Louverture fall were in the nature of a prophecy. 
The line of action stevens pointed out of trusting Toussaint and building him 
up was sound and successful as long as it was followed, and for the moment it 
was. President John Adams issued a proclamation June 26, 1799, renewing trade 
with specified ports of Saint-Domingue, as he had been empowered by Congress 
to do in the act prohibiting commercial intercourse between the United States 
and the dependencies of France.42 The date set for the opening of the ports 
40 ~., 391. 
41 ~., 392-393. 
42 ..!!!!., 408-409. 
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to trade was Augllst first, and so eager were the merohants to engage in it, 
.. 
that when the Secretary of the Navy sent Captain Little of the Boston to 
Saint-Domingue in July he "caloulated" his "instraotions so that he is not to 
know his destination, Ilntil he leaves Boston lest others might avail themsel~ 
before their time of the knowl edge of these ports being opened." Secretary 
Stoddert expected that-, "Ollr Merchant Vessels will be flocking in great nllID-
bers to tnGse ports •••• Yollr object [to Captain Littl~ mllst be to protect them 
by all the means in your power_ n43 At the end of' July, Talbot was ordered. to 
the command of the squadron stationed at Cap Fran90is and "to oultivate and 
preserve a Good Understanding with General TOllssaint."44 
President Adams had allowed the ship which took stevens to the Cap to 
carry food and clothing for Toussaint's army, though roth he and the Attorney 
General, differing in this opinion from the rest ot the Cabinet, considered 
the action illegal.45 Pickering intonned Toussaint, through Stevens, that it 
was still against the laws ot the United States to export anns to him even 
after the opening of the ports. However, he thought TOllssaint could get what 
he needed from the British, who had offered to sell the United States some 
ammunition, which it did not need "except the brass artillery, & we can do 
without that. n46 Later some ot Rigaud's barges attacked an Amerioanschooner, 
the Experiment, in the Bight of Leogane, and were repulsed after killing the 
captain of one ot the merchant ships in her convoy, but succeeded in capturing 
43 Ibid. , 451-452. 
44 Ibid. , 553. 
45 ~.t IV, 415-416. 
46 Ibid., 157-158. 
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47 
and carrying ott two othe ra. After this, Commodore Talbot had the vioinity 
~arded by a frigate, and Jacmel was forced to surrender to TOUBsaint in 
February "largely due to the spirited bombardment of the forts by the frigate 
General Green, Captain Perry, while the town was olosely invested from the 
lam side by Toussaint. "48 
stevens, Talbot and Perry seem to have entered wholeheartedly into the 
war against Rig~d. Toussaint wrote: 
I have read with great satisfaction your letter and his 
(Talbot's) and there was no need of your giving me greater proof 
of the interest whieh yQ2 take in me, in this oiroumstanoe than 
to assure me of it yourself, and you need not even assure me of 
it, since you. have plainly demonstrated it to me by deeds. I 
could not be more grateful to you. than I &Ill for all the trouble 
to which you have gone ... to gi ve me suooor with ships in the 
waters around Jaomel.49 
The British were not so enthusi as 1;1 0 in their 8apport of Toussaint 
Louverture, and Stevens, Talbot aDd Toussaint were obliged to go to some 
trouble to ciroumvent them (and the laws ot the United States), in sending 
provisions to the oaptured oity. However Talbot devised a means of reliev-' 
iog it by taking Toussaint's supply vessels under the guard of his own ship 
the Constitution, as though they were his prizes: "I hardly think, that any 
British Armed Vessel will attempt to examine those Vessels, if acoompanied 
by the Constitution."50 A month later Toussaint was writing him this letter 
of the.nk:s: 
47 ~., V, 1-6. 
48 Knox, History of the United States Navy, 61. 
49 Letter from Toussaint Louverture to Stevens, March 16, 1800, Knox, 
Naval Doouments, V, 310. 
60 Ibid., 349-360, 366. 
You inform me, and I learn it with joy, that you have 
• given orders to the ship Herald, of twenty guns, to join the 
brig Augusta and the schooner Experiment. I am infinitely 
obliged for so much honorable proceeding from you, and I shall 
never forget it •••• You flatter me with the hope that you are 
going shortly to send the Boston frigate of thirty-two guns; 
may you soon be able to realize it; God grant likewise to favor 
my expectation. 51 
57 
Though Talbot himself cooperated with alacrity to help Toussaint he was 
decidedly annoyed with his subordinate Captain Perry for delaying twenty days 
in port for two passengers Toussaint wished to send to the United states, 
and thought it "incompatible with good dicipline [SiC] ••• that a request from 
Toussaint should be listened to and obeytd, in preference to my Orders to 
proceed to Sea immediately and at all events: n52 At his recall in May he 
was told that "your temperate and judicious conduct on your Station has 
given great satisfaction to the President and your country."53 
His successor Captain Murray was instructed to be temperate also: 
You cannot be too attentive to the cultivation of a good 
understanding between Genl. Toulssant (sio] & the people under 
his command but interfere no further than the safety of the 
America%4Commerce requires, in the civil war, raging in the 
Island. 
The United States' active support of Toussaint Louverture continued 
until his capture of Jeremie and the complete defeat of Rigaud who was 
captured in his flight from Saint-Domingue and paroled by Truxton. 55 By 
51 Ibid., 391. 
52 Ibid., 458, See also 457-460. 
53 Ibid. , 510. 
54 Ibid. , 391. 
55 ~., 427. 
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Rigaudts fall Touss&int became master of all the Frenoh part of the.island of 
Saint-Domingue, and Adams in September 1800, issued a proolamation opening 
all Toussaintts ports to Amerioan oommeroe. 56 
In the meantime Stevens had inquired of the State Department as to what 
line of oonduct he should follow, when, as he expected, Toussaint should 
declare the colony independent of France. 
The agent's conduct has displeased him so muoh, particularly 
in a late Transaction, that I am oonvinced he will not long possess 
even the appearanee of Power. As soon as Jachamel is captured, he 
will be reduoed to a Cipher. Some written pennanent arrangements 
may then be made, whieh may place our intercourse with this colony 
on a more favorable Footing. I must, therefore, beg the favor of 
you, Sir, to give me your instructions on this Subject, as early as 
possible, and direct me whether it is the Wish of the President that 
any Alteration should be made in the Existing Regulations with this 
Colony. I foresee that a new order of things will shortly take 
Place here"t should wish to be prepared for the event.57 
However, opinions were divided as to the desirability of Toussaint's 
proclaiming independence. The British were not in favor of it; Grenville 
58 had been horrified at the idea of an independent blaok republio. At the 
time Stevens was sent to Saint-Domin~e, Pickering, apparently, was not averse 
to it, though he refused to admit that the United States was trying to bring 
it about: 
It is not, however, to be denied that, nor have we aimed at any 
conoealment, that we have strong expectations that Toussaint will 
declare the Island independent. Unquestionably he has long 
56 Logan, 110. 
5'7 "Letters of Toussaint Louvertllre and Edward Stevens," Jameson, 90. 
68 J. A. James, "French Opinion as a Factor in Preventing War between 
France and the United states, 1'795-1800." American Historical ReView, 1924, 
XXX, 50-61. 
oontemplated that event. But it is absolutely false, what Hedou-
ville deolared in his last Proolamation, that the United States 
had intrigued with Great Britain to bring hLm into that measure. 
We have, in fact, not intermeddled in any manner whatever in the 
political affairs of st. Domingo. If Toulsaint declares inde-
pendency, it will not be owing to the intrigues, nor the advice, 
nor even the suggestion of the United states. It will be his own 
act. 59 
The subject was debated in Congress where Pinckney 
denied that the independence of st. Domingo was more to be 
apprehended by the Southern states, than their continuance u.nder 
the dominion of France. If free, we might treat with them and 
secure their good conduct. If subject to France and supported 
by her Navy, ahe might thence accomplish the invasion with whioh 
her wnofficial agents had menaced our envoys. If free, Great 
Britain would monopolize their commerce, or they must become 
free-boaters on ~r commerce, or seek supplies from us. Is it 
not our interest to encourage them in their habits of industry 
to render them peaceful cultivators of the aoi1160 
59 
As we saw in a previoua chapter, Hamilton, whose opinion was powerful 
in Federalist councils, was in favor of the independence of Saint-Domingue 
as part of a larger scheme, that of revolutionizing the French West Indies 
and South America. With regard merely to relations with Toussaint he wrote: 
in this, my dear sir, as in everything else, we must unite caution 
with decision. The United states must not be committed on the 
independence of st. Domingo - no guarantee - no formal treaty -
nothing that will rise up in judgment. It will be enough to let 
Toussaint be assured verbally, but explicitly, that upon his 
declaration of independence, a commerc ial int ercourse will be . 
opened: and continue while he maintains it and gives du.e protection 
to our rignts and property. I incline to think the declaration of 
independence ought to precede. 61 
In Holland, Vans MUrray, the Federal representative at the Hague 
59 Pickering to King. Life and Correspondence of Rufus King, III, 7. 
60 John C. Hamil ton, History of the Republ ic of the United States of 
America as traced in the writings of Alexander Hamilton and His Contemporari~ 
Lippinoott, Philadelphia, 1868, VII, 240~ 
61 Ibid., 307. I: 
,I 
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expected a· declaration of independence. .. 
The story of st. Domingo's independence seems to me to gain 
in credibility, and they seem willing to prepare the PQbllc mind 
at Paris for the event, as they PQblish extracts from Volney's 
Travels in Egypt and Syria, to prove that with Egypt, which pro-
dQces all thirigs indeed, they can do wlthoQt the coloniesI 62 
60 
stevens at Cap Fran;ois wrote in the spring of 1800 with obvioQS en-
thQsiasm: 
While 1 was Qncertain of the real Intentions of TOQssaint, I was 
loth [sic] to say anything to yOQ about them. Now that 1 think 1 
know them, it is my DQty to annOMoe them to you.. He is taking 
his meaSQres slowly bu.t secQrelyo All oonnection wIth France will 
soon be broken off. If he is not distQrbed he will preserve ap-
pea-ranees a little longer. BQt as soon as France interferes with 
this colony he will th~w off the mask and declare it independent •••• 
He will accept of the QnanimoQs Invitation of the Colony, 
and from that Moment it may be considered as forever separated from 
France. POlicy, perhaps, may indQce him to make no open Declara-
tion ot Indepen1anee. before he i8 compelled. But this Apparent 
and temporary Attachment to the Mother COQntrYS!ill only enSQre 
the separation of the Colony more effectually. 
Yet a month later he was writing again to Pickering on this sQbject, 
"1 WOQld wish to have yOQr inst Ncti ons how to proc eed. ,,64 The reason why 
he was not encoQraged was that Pre sid en t Adams had agreed with great re-
lQctance to the Piokering-Maitland plan. The previoQs September he had writ-
ten to the Secretary of the Navy, "1 wish as yOQ do that the trade of St. 
Domingo may tQrn OQt to be worth the cost. To speak in the style of a 
Frenchman I have never felt any very sublime enthusiasm on that subject •••• 
62 "Letters of William Vans MUrra.y," Annual Report of the Amerioan 
Historical Association for the Year 1912, 457 0 
63 Stevens to Pickering, Feb. 13, 1800 and A.pril 19, 1800 in "Letters 
of Toussaint LOQvertQre and Edward Stevens, fI 93-96. 
64 Ibido, 100. 
To~ssaintts armed vessels with Dr. Steven's passport! What can thel be 
o~ising for in the Bite?n65 He was not enth~iastic on the subjeot of 
Saint-Domingu.e independenoe either. 
The relnl t of the whole is in my mind problematical and precarious. 
Toussaint has evidently p~zzled himsel f, the Frenoh Government, the 
English Cabinet and the Administration of the United states. All 
the rest of the World knows as little what to do with him as he 
knows What to do with himself,G6 
G1 
Oddly enough, this Is about the way the Federalist leaders felt about 
John Adams himself. Their attitude is refleoted in the following oens~re 
on his conduct by a later writer: "It was among the extraordinary inoon-
siatencies of Adams that, while he appointed a minister to France to negotiate 
an accommodation with her, he sho~d have sent an agent to To~ssaint to 
enco~raee the independence of st. Domingo. n67 In fact it did not even seem 
honest, as Hamilton put it at the time, !tHolf is the sending of an agent to 
To~ssaint to encourage the independency of St. Domingo, and a minister to 
France to negotiate an acoommodation, reoonoilable to oonsistency or good 
faith?"G8 
It was unfair, however, to charge Adams with a sudden abo~t faoe in 
policy, as he had. thought "independenoe the worst and most dangerous oondi-
tion~he West IndIes) can be in for the United States.,,69 The independence 
65 Knox, Naval Doouments, IV, 168. 
66 Adams to Piokering, J~ly 2,1799, Knox, Naval Doo~ments, III, 453. 
67 Hamil ton, History of the Republic of the Unit ed states, 307. 
68 Ibid., Letter of Alexander Hamilton, Feb. 21, 1799. 
69 ~dams to Pickering, Ap~l 7, 1799, Works of John Adams, VIII, 
634. 
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policy had really been PQrsQed by his cabinet, and they opposed the sending 
.. 
of representatives to France. 70 The oQtcome, too, was so Qncertain that the 
fleet was kept in the West Indi es and Talbot instructed, "YOQ will as here-
after cllltivate a gOod Qnderstandirg with Genl. TOllssaint & the people of 
St. Domingo."7l 
Under the c ircQmBtances it WOQld seem that Toussaint is the one who 
could have justly complained that Adams, not he, PQzzled himself and 
everyone else. Why did not Toussaint declare his independence? The reason 
may be that he saw that he was not yet strorg enoQgIl to challenge the power 
of France alone. Surely the following conjectQre is wide of the mark. 
There is little evidence that Toussaint was so sentimental as this: 
The decree of the 16th Plllviose had marked in his mind the begin-
ning of a new era for all French blacks. His experieme of French 
comnissioners, his fears for his people, his hard sense of reality 
had driven him along the road of independence. BQt there was a 
limit beyond which he COQld not go. He had a profoQnd conviction 
that the French cou.ld never restore slavery in S. Domingo and he 
falsely believed that, once the means of defending liberty for 
all we~ safegQ&rded, no sacrifice was too great to make the French 
see reason. 72 
As Tou.ssaint did not declare independence, and left no statement as 
to why he did not, we can only judge of what his intentions were by his 
actions. Yet stevens said the news of Morfontaine stru.ck TOQssaint like a 
thu.nderbolt. 73 Even after the ratification by the United States Senate of 
70 ~., IX, 25. 
71 Knox, Naval Documents, VI, 536. 
72 C. L. R. James, The Black Jacobins, Toussaint Lou.vertu.re and the 
San Domingo Revolu.tion, Dial Press, New York, 1938, 301. 
73 Logan, 112. 
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the Treaty of Morfontaine which p~t an end to hostilities between the United 
.. 
states ani France, he contin~ed to govern in 8~ch an independent way that the 
a~thorities of France and the United states tho~ght he was aiming at inde-
pendence. He conq~ered the Spanish section of the island against the wishes 
of France, prom~lgated a new constit~tion, and imported large quantities of 
a.rms and arnm~ition from the United states. 74 Events in the United states, 
however, effects of Morfontaine, and in France and Britain, effects of the 
Peace of Amiens, hindered him, am made it neoessary for him to aoknowledge 
nominal French control. These effects will be diso~s8ed in another ohapter. 
The best ooncl~sion, that has been offered, perhaps on the problem of To~-
saint's intentions with regard to independence is that of Logan, "I believe 
that he planned independence, bu. t that the signing of peace between France 
and Britain was the co~p de graoe as Morfontaine had been the oo~p ~ foudre." 
74 ~., 113-116. 
ClU.PTEli V 
nPOLEON BONAPARTE AND SAINToo-DOlUNGUE 
1801-1803 
Whether the Treaty of Amiens was the coup !!. grace tor Toussaint or 
not, Morfontaine was for the Federalist party. Made in the face of the 
opposition of leading Federalists it ended the career as President ot John 
Adame. It widened the division between faotions of the Federalist party and 
contributed to the victory of the Republioans in the presidential election 
of that year. The advent to power of the party of Thomas Jefferson ended 
the inflllence of the Federalists on foreign policy for some time. It was 
Republican a1pport that got the treaty ratified by the Senate. l !here is 
evidence, even, that conciliation had been swggested to Ta11eyrand, then 
foreign Minister of France, through Victor DuPont by Jetferson, who assured 
DuPont that in sllch an event his party, more triendly to France than the 
Federalists, would be victorious in the next elections.2 
Lnmediately after the ratification of the Treaty of Mortontaine by the 
Senate, February 3, 1801, o~ers were given to recall the squadrons from the 
3 West Indies.. Adams' fear that the protection of the Saint-Domingue trade 
1 Ludwell Lee Mont~e, Haiti and the United states 1714-1938, Duke 
University Press, Durham, North Carolina, 1940, 41. 
2 J. A. James, "French Opinion as a Factor in Preventing War between 
France and ~e United States, 1795-1800r American Historical Review, XXX, 
53. 
3 Gardner W. Allen, Our Naval War with France, Houghton Jfiffiin. N.Y., 
1909, 221. 
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migb.t not be 110 rth the cos t apparently was not ju.ati ti ad. 
.. 
The whole cost ot the !merlc8l'l navy trom 1794 to the retllrn ot 
the ships to port in the spring ot 1801 was abollt ten million 
dollars, ot which 8ix million may be taken as a tair estimate ot 
the act\lal expense ot protecting .Ame ric an commerce against French 
depr&dation. Dllring the years 1798 to 1800 inclllsive the value ot 
the exports trom the United States thllS protected was over two 
hllndred million dollars, and the revenue derived tromtBports was 
more than twenty-two million dollars. 4 
In the year 1800 American exports to Saint-Domingu.e were vallled at 
$5,123,000, more thandollble the estimated tigure tor 1790, and abollt the 
same as that tor 1797.5 Otto reported to Talleyrand that "while the Ameri~ 
do not at present possess a navy, they are Ilndollbtedly the greatest navigators 
ot the earth •••• More than 600 vessels are reqllired annllally to carryon 
their trade with Santo DomingO alone. lt6 
Natllrally this great volllmB ot trade was possible only becallle ot the 
prosperity ot "the island, and the flollrish1ng state ot Saint-Domingu.e was 
owing to the strong and wi8e government ot TOllSsaint LOllver"tllre. The claim 
is even made that in one year atter he took over the government ot the 
country, exhausted by ten years ot civil war, he brollght the pllblic revenlles 
up to two-thirds or mat they were in the most prosperolla years ot "the col-
onial regime atter long years ot peace.7 In tact, he waa able to rai.~ more 
money becallSe he straightened Oll"t the complicated commeroial 8Y8tem ot the 
4 .!!!!., 222. 
5 J[ontagu.e, 47. 
6 James, 47. 
7 A. Nemollrs, Hiatoire Mllitaire de la ~erre4tInd'pendance de Saint-
Domingue, Berger-Levralllt, Paris, 1925, I, 17-16. 
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old colonial administratlon.8 He ma1 have been a bit arbitrar1. b»t he 
seems to have been what the colonJ needed. Also "it i8 necessar1 to ref~te 
the error which consisted in s&1ing that ~der the reign of To~ssaint Lo~ver-
t~re the lot of the o~ltivators was more miserable than ever. Nothing ooQld 
be more inexact."9 The faot is that the rulers of Sa1nt-Domi~eJboth before 
and those immediate11 after Toussaint" wonced them JI~ch harder and gave less 
in ret~n. To~ssaint took a personal interest in their well being and &4-
vancement. The1 tr~sted him as did also the ~pper classes. Hb reiterated 
aim was to restore order, tranq~ilit1, prosperit1, to the whole island, and 
he was in a fair w&1 to achieve it. After his con~est of the Spanish section 
of the ill and in January- 1801, from March to :May Toussaint emplo1ed a COil-
mission of ten members from different parts of the island in drawing ~p a 
civil conltit~tion which was proclaimed in J~ly of that year.10 He himself 
was to be governor-general for life. It was not democratiC, though he ~ed 
some of the forme of democracy, yet it was ~do~bted11 the best form of 
government for Saint Dominl!Jle at that time. ltTen so ardent a rep~blican as 
President Jefferson tho~t that it was. ll 
Why. then, did Napoleon decide to remove To~s8aint by force of arms? 
The fact that Toussaint seemed to be aiming at independence was certainly one 
reason, thoagh Nemo~rs says that the expedition was decided on before the 
8 ..!!!!., 81, 82. 
9 ~ •• 72-73. 
10 Ibid., 94-95. 
11 Rayford W. Logan, The Diplomatic Relations of the United states with 
Ha.iti,1776-1891, Universit1 Of Jlor1iJl Carolina presst0.b.8.pel H1l1,l~4.L,12f). 
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First Oon~l received To~ssaint's Constit~tion.12 Reasons of strategy .-y 
.. 
have had something to do with It, but it was not undertaken Just to get 
Moreau and his troops away from France. Neither was it planned merely to 
please JOsephine.13 The important object of the projected reconq~est, 
Nemours thinks. was the restoration of slavery in the colony.14 -That was, 
as a matter of fact, one of his pUlposea b~t merely an auxiliary to a more 
important one - that of taking possession of LouiSiana. 
The reoocllpat ion of LOllisiana had been an object of French policy since 
the American Revolu.tion. Though her openly avowed end in engaging in the 
war was that of weakening the power of Great Britain, which it wall always in 
her interest to lessen wherever possible, her aecret aims, which she dis-
avowed in her Treaty of "Amity and Alliance" with the United States in 1778, 
were to "render the United States su.bservient to France and to rebllild French 
power in the interior of North Amerioa."15 By the treaty of 1778 France had 
agreed not to reola~ her territory of LOllisiana which she had ceded to 
Spain rather than allow it to fall to Great Britain with her other colonies 
in 1763. Yet that she wollld be able to recover her former colonies had been 
all along one of the secret aims of Vergennes, Lou.is XVI's Foreign Minister, 
&8 set forth by him in a memorandwm prepared apparently for the information 
and ~idance of his sovereign: 
12 Nemollrs, 5. 
13 Ibid., 1-2. 
14 .!!!!., 3-4. 
15 Frederick Jackson Tu.r.ner, "The Policy of France toward the Mi,sis-
sippi Valley in the Period of Washington and Adams," American Historical Re-
view, X, 849. 
Ho Batter 1dlich lide wins in the war between the English and 
the Americ~ this revolQtion will not be ended withoQt powerfUl 
belligerent nations ot Europe interfering in the quarrel or at 
least serving as mediators. In either event a general congress 
(1.e. of powers) will be able 1;0 c.bange the provisi ons of the 
Treaty of Versailles •••• and ~pposing the United Provinces of 
America to be separated from their mother-countrl, France will be 
in a position to recover her fODRer possessions •••••••••••••••••• 
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England will be obliged to restore to France all the conqQests 
which she made if Horth America dQring the la8t war [i.e. the French 
and Indian WarJ 6 
France wished to recover LOQisiana not only in order to be in a position 
to support her colonies in the West Indies with food, but a180 by controlling 
the Mississippi Valley, directly or through allied Indian States, to prevent 
the expansion of the former English colonies, bound them wi th the Alleghenies, 
and use her position to make the United states aerve French interests. To 
this end, dQring the American RevolQtion ane sQPported Spanian claim8 to the 
lands west of the Allegheny MoQntains and tried to get Congres8 to give up 
Claims to them.17 OQt-manoeuvred in the attempt to recover Louisiana bl the 
Treaty of Ghent, Vergennes did not give up his plan, but merely put it aside 
and awaited the next good opportQnity. Before it came, he died in 1787, but 
his policy was faithfQlly followed not only by his SQccessors in the foreign 
office, whether royalist, repQblican or imperial, bQt also by their represen-
tative. in Wa8hington. FaQchet, faced with the problems created by the Hegro 
i~rrection in the West Indies and by Jay's Treaty, urged that the 
16 Charles Gravier, Compte de Vergennes, Memoire H1storiqQe et Politiqu.e 
8Qr la LOQisiane, etc., Lepetit J8Qne, Paris, 1802, 103-108. 
17 TQrner, 249-253. 
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possession of Lo~isiana wo~ld enable France to p~t press~re on the United 
.. 
18 
states. Uns~ocessf~l in the effort to sec~re the retrocession of Lo~isiana 
by the Treaty 01' !asel in 1795, the French ministers kept on trying. 19 
Talleyrand se~red it finally by the secret Treaty 01' San lldefonso signed on 
October 1, 1800, exactly one day after the preliminaries 01' the Treaty of 
Konfontaine' had been signed with the United States on September 30, 1800. In 
other words, he made peace with ~s one day, and began preparations for war 
the next. 
The retrocession of Lo~iaiana was, however, kept secret as long as pos-
sible. Not only Washington, Hamilton and the Federalists, b~t triend. of 
France, ~ch as Jefferson, opposed the French occ~pation of that territory. 
In fact, they regarded their possession of it as I~fficient ca~se for war. 
Jefferson was later to write: 
The cession 01' Lo~isiana and the rloridas by Spain to France 
works moat sorely on the United States •••• We have ever looked to 
her [France) a. o~ nat~al friend •••• [Rowever) there is on the 
globe one single spot, the pOI.essor of which is o~r nat~ral and 
habit~al enemy. It is Ifew Orleans, thro~gh which the prod~ce of 
three-eighths 01' o~r territor,y must pass to market •••••••••••••••• 
circ~stance. render it impossible that France and the United States 
can contin~e long triends, when they meet in ao irritable a posi-
tion. They ••• must be blind if they do not lee thia •••• The day 
that France takes possession of New Orleans fixes the sentence which 
is to restrain he r forever wi thin her low-water mark. It sea.le the 
~ion 01' two nations, who, in conjunction, can maintain exel~sive 
possession of the ocean. rrom that moment, we m~st marry o~rselves 
to the British fleet and nation. We m~st t~rn all o~ attention 
to a maritime foree, for which o~ reso~rces place ~a on very high 
ground; and .having formed and connected togethe r a power which may 
render reinforcement 01' her settlements here impossible to France 
18 ~., 266. 
19 Ibid., 267-277. 
make the first cannon whioh. shall be fired in Ellrope the signal for 
holdi~ the two continents of Amerioa in sequestration for the • 
common ~rposes of the United ~ritish and Amerioan nations.20 
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If this represented Jefferson's attitude on the subject of the retro-
ceslion, why did he encourage, or appear to encollrage the Frenoh reconqllest 
of Saint-Dominglle? There is no evidence that Jefferson bore any perlonal ill-
will to Toussaint or to the Negro race. Napoleon, perhapl, had notions abollt 
21 
white Illpremacy, as Logan concllldes. Jefferson, on the contrary, thOllgh he 
might have impractical plans for their welfare, was at least interested in it, 
as is shown by a reference to this very period: 
Ir. King and his party left for the Continent the middle of 
.August 1802 and retllrned to London the middl e of November. The 
period was one in whioh a correspondence with Jefferson ocou,rred 
regardi~ transportation of blacks who had shown a spirit of revolt 
to some Negro colony. Jefferson, whose anti-slavery views are well 
known, knew that Mr. King entertained similar sentiments and ap-
pea.led to him fo r aid in oarrying Ollt some plan which, while 
relieving the eOllntry of a distllrbing elemQnt, might result in 
benefit to the oolored people themselves. 22 
Pichon, Frenoh Mlnister to Washington, might have ju.dged Jefferson differently 
if he had read the opinion of him expressed by one of his predecessors. 
When French Ilnister Adet was striving to seCllre the election 
of Jefferson to the presidency in 1796, he reported to his govern-
ment this estimate of' Jefferson's chara.oter, "I do not know whether, 
as I am told, we will alwaye find in h~ a man eatirely devoted to 
Ollr interests. Mr. Jefferson likes IlS becms. he d.tests England; 
he seeks to llnite with u,s becau.se he Iu,speo'h IlS les8 than Great 
~ritain, bllt he wou.ld change hi. sentiments towards llS tomorrow, 
perhaps, if tomorrow Great ~ritain ceased to inspire him with fear. 
20 Letter from Jefferson to LiVingstone, U. S. Minister to France, 
April 18, (1802,) in The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, H. A. Washington, Editor, 
John Criker, N. Y., 1854, IV, 431.432. 
21 Logan, 123. 
22 Edwards Hale Bru,sh, Buill' King and His Times, Nicholas L.Brown, N.Y., 
1926. 159. 
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Jefferson, although a friend of liberty and the sCiences, although 
an admirer of the efforts we .ba ve made to brea.lt our chaina and .. 
dissipate the cloud of ignorance which weighs upon mankind, Jefferson, 
I say, ia an American, and by that title, it is impossible for him 
to be sincerely our friend. An American is the born enemy of 
European peoples. n23 
That Adet expressed pretty well Jefferson's ideas may be seen from the 
President's own words in a letter to ~pont de Nemours, April 25, 1802. 
In Europe nothing but Europe is seen or su.pposed to have any 
rignt in the affairs of nations; bu.t this little event of France's 
possessing herself of Louisiana, which is thrown in as nothing, 
as a mere make-weight in the general settling of aecou.nts, - this 
speck wnich now appears a8 an almost inVisible point in the 
horizon, is the embryo of a tornado which will burst on the 
cou.ntries on both sides of the Atlantic and involve in its effects 
their highest destinies. 24 
This letter, of cou.rse, was written after Jefferson knew that the retro-
cession was a fact. Rumors of it had begu.n to reach him about the time he 
was inaugurated in March 1801, and by July he learned that Bonaparte intended 
to recover Saint-Domingue a8 soon as feasibl e. Pichon was led to think that 
Jefferson intended to support the French expedition against Toussaint. He 
asked the President: 
"If France were in a position to act would it not be possible 
to arrange a concert with the United States, in order to accomplish 
more quickly the conqu.est of the colony?" And the compromising 
reply came: "Without difficulty; bu.t in order that this concert 
may be complete and effective you must first make peace with 
England; then nothing would be easier than to furnish your armi 
and fleet with everything and reduce Toussaint to starvation." 5 
From the context of his despatches, however J and from certain facts mmtioned 
IS Tu.mer, 278. 
24 Jefferson's Works, IV, 436. 
25 Carl Ludwig Lokke, "Jefferson and the Leclerc Expedition," American 
Historical ReView, XXXIII, 324. 
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by Pichon, s~ch as Madisonts refusal to let Pichon see a copy of the inst~c-
.. 
tions sent to Tobias Lear, who had succeeded Stevens as our representative at 
Cap Fran90is, and from Jeffersonts actions later, it would seem correct to 
conclude as does one sathor: "An astute French diplomat did not catch 
Jefferson off his ~ard. as Pichon boasted and LOkke repeats, but rather the 
roles were reversed, with Jefferson leading Pichon on and learning all he 
knew of French hopes and intentions. n26 The idea that Jefferson needed to 
teach Talleyrand and Napoleon the necessity of isolating Toussaint i8, bemdes, 
an insult to their memories! They planned to isolate him still further, from 
his own generals, and thus accomplish his overthrow. 
Though he wanted tbem to feel that he was their friend Jefferson never 
had any intention of helping France regain her colonies. He is said to have 
once remarked of them: "France enjoys their sovereignty, and we their pro-
fit. "27 That was the status ~, and .be was quite content with it. Large 
quantities of arms and ammunition were shipped to Toussaint from America, 
and Jefferson dld nothing about it, though Pichon protested.28 In the in-
stru.ctions to Lear he 
was wamed that an attempt to subdue Toussaint with the moral support 
of Great Britain was expected, and that the United States awaited 
the event with great anxiety; but his instru.ctions were limply to 
do no thing that might offend the French and so far as might be com-
patible with that. to do nothi~ to offend the people of the island.29 
26 Monta~e. 42-
27 Turner, 259. 
28 Logan, 131-139. 
29 .onta~e, 42. 
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From the previo~sly q~oted passage on that s~bject it i8 evident that 
• 
Jefferson felt that the United States co~ld not wage a s~ccessful war with 
France w1tho~t the aid of Great Britain. Yet Great Britain had opposed 
Toussaint's conq~est of the Spanish section of Hispaniola.30 Also Great Bri-
tain had been annoyed with the United States beca~e of Morfontaine. Napo-
leon had her sanction for his expedition, and immediately after the prelimi-
naries, "Befo~ the definitive peace treaty was actually signed, Buonaparte 
dispatched an immense fleet to the West Indies. n31 Livingstone wrote 
Jefferson from Paris in December 1801, at the time of the Bailing of 
LeClerc's expedition: I know tnat tne armament destined for Hispaniola is 
to prooeed to Lo~islana provided Toussaint makes no oppositionon32 There 
was nothing very muon that Jefferson could do just then except wait and hope 
that Toussaint Louverture would make opposition. 
This is exactly what Toussaint did. Though his preparations were well 
made, as well as his plan of campaign, his orders were not well carried out 
33 
except by Dessalines, Christophe and Morpas. He was not overcome, by 
force of anas, however, b~t by the treason of his generals. 
Henri Chri8tophe wrote that the meas~res taken by Toussaint 
"were responsible for the weak resistance the French met with in 
50 stevens to Pickering, May 28, 1800, "Letters of Toussaint Lo~vert~ 
and Edward stevens, 1798-1800," Franklin J. Jameson, Editor, American 
Historical Review, XVI, 100. 
31 John Campbell, Naval History of Great Britain, John Stockdale, 
London, 1813, VII, 295. 
32 Mont~e, 43. 
33 Nemo~rs, I, 194 and II, 252. 
Haiti." Hi. opinion i. not shared by General. de Lacroix and ~ 
Leclerc who had to overcome that resistance. They de.cribe 
it a. exceedingly tormidable, e.pecially on the part of the 
~ltivator.. It To~ssaintts plans went awry it was not d~e to 
lukewarmness on the part at the c~ltivator •• b~t to treason on 
the par: ot the generals, ot whom Christophe wal one ot the mOlt 
guil ty.u4 
ChristOPhe was one of the first to betray Toussaint. 
It was obviou.sly to Leclerc' 8 interest to get Christophe 
to come to an immediate private arrangement with him regarding 
the army he personally commanded. This wo~ld make it difficu.lt 
tor TO~8saint to "break oft negotiations. For Christophe to 
enter into mch a private agreement was of co~r8e eq~ivalent to 
treason. How the man who only a tew days betore had indignantly 
rep~diated the s~ggestion that he betray his chiet was p~rs~aded 
to tollow s~ch a co~rse we do not know. The only exc~e he ever 
oftered is that "he was tired of living like a savage" and that 
"circ~mstances got the better ot him." It is possible that he 
teared To~ssaint might change his mind abo~t negotiating a 
peace with Leclerc and wished to torce his hand:-
Christophe was to t~rn over certain strategic points to 
the French and was to release 2000 white hostages he was hold-
ing. He was to dismiss the armed cultivators with his army 
and with his 1500 re~lars was to join Leclerc's forces. He 
was to retain his command and most ot his other prerogatives.35 
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Dessalines on the contrary has been represented as being in opposition 
to Toussaint's s~render.36 However, the fact is that he was bo~ht by 
the French also, tho~h To~ssaint may not have known it. The only prominent 
general who did not betray Toussaint was his own nephew, Charles Belair. 
202. 
Leclerc warily so~nded o~t Dessalines. Skillf~lly he drew 
him on with a masterly hand; negotiatiOns were be~, broken 
ott, and taken ~p again. It an officer may congratulate himselt 
34 Ralph Korngold, Citizen Toussaint, Little, Brown, Boston, 1945, 
35 Ibid., 288. 
-
36 Thomas Madio~, Ristoire de Haiti, Imprimerie, A~ste A. Heraux, 
Port-a~-Prince, 1923, (B.ep~blice.tion) II, 233. 
on pers~ading another to break his word, Leclerc must have been 
q~ite happy at getting Dessalines to abandon his leader. 
General Ohristophe, who had brilliantly withstood on the 
field of battle the offensive of General Hardy, yielded to this 
one sans honneur. 37 
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Their con~ct was not the less inexc~sable that they deserted To~ssaint when 
he was on the point of winning: 
According to my opinion, fo~ded on facts and on the a~thority 
of fi rst rate officers, one is forced to the concl~sion that: when 
To~ssaint Lo~vert~re conceived his new plan of campaign and gave 
orders for the second offensive, if he had not been betrayed by his 
generals, he wOllld have been able to carry Ollt his daring idea of 
~tting their commanications, and having isolated th~s the two 
armies 19.h.ich Leclerc had p~t ~der the commands of Hardy and 
Rochambea~, tall on each one separately and overwhelm them •••• B~t 
in the moment of stress (l'effort,) and s~ccess he was abandoned. 38 
This verdict of a modern Haitian army officer is confirmed by that of 
one of To~saint's contemporaries, lilo says Lo~vertllre's campaign against 
Leclere was gOing very well, ~til three of his ranking generals, won by 
gold aDd promises, went over to the enemy. The effect on To~ssaint was more 
powerflll than that of any anny.39 ThoQgh TOllssaint's resistance lasted only 
a few months, and he, taken by treachery, was to die a year later in a French 
prison, his action had as its eonseq~ence the eventual loss of the colony to 
France. 
If anyone profited from Napoleon's expedition to Saint-Domingue it was 
his inveterate enemies the British. They eneo~raged him in the idea trom 
37 Nemo~rs, 270-271. 
38 ~., 192. 
39 Marcus Rainsford, A Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, 
OOmprehending a view of the Principal Transactions in the Revol~tion of 
Saint DomingO with its ancient and modern state, James O~dee, London, 1805, 
292-293. 
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the first, kno1V1ng by their own recent experience' what was likely tq. happen 
to his troops. When it did, Lord Whitworth, British Minister at Paris. wrote 
rejoicing to Lord Hawkesbu.ry, then Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
of: 
that which seems at present to oocu.py principally the First 
Consu.l's attention: I mean the state of things at st. Domingo, 
where the French. army is nearly armihilated, and the Negroes 
are again in a state of su.ccessful insu.rrection. It becomes, 
therefore, of the u.tmost moment to see what may be the measu.res 
of the First Consu.l u.nder these circumstances. Will he persevere 
in his project of re-establishing a colonial system, or will he 
tu.m the whole of his attention to ttle extension of his dominions 
and. influ.ence on the Continent, and thu.s, as it is modestly 
called here, endeavou.r to keep peaoe with Great Britain in her 
acqu.isition of wealth and power in the East and West Indies? 
I pInfess myself too ignorant of the secret springs of this 
government to be able to form any bu.t very hazardou.s notions; 
bu.t if we may now, as on fOl'lller occasions, calcu.late on the 
personal character ot the First Consu.l, we may expect to see him 
become more desperate and headstrong by opposition, and exert 
hil whole strength and power in the conn ict. This certainly is 
most ardently to be wished.40 
In a later dispatch he describes Napoleon's preparations to seUd ou.t 
thirty thou.sand reinto rcements to Saint-Domingu.e as qu.ick:ly as possible and . 
his own oontribu..tion to this desirable event, 
From this you.r Lordship will ju.dge of the importanoe which 
the First Consu.l attaches to his redu.ction of the colonies; bu.t 
I think we shall not deceive ou.rselves if we place this per-
severance rather to the accou.nt of vanity and offended pride 
than to any principle of their policy. Whatever may be hil mo-
tive, I have, whenever an occasion has offered of expressing an 
opinion on this su.bject, been partiou.larly caretul to express 
no great degree of anxiety for the measu.res which he is preparing 
to adopt in the idea that, should he once be led to imagine that 
40 Whitworth to Hawkesbu.ry, November 20, 1802, in England and Napoleon 
in 1803 being the Despatches of Lord Whitworth and others, Editor, Oscar 
Browning. Longmans. London, 1887, 13. 
we consider him as playing our game by this diversion of his f~rce. 
he m~t perhaps sacrifice his own feelings to the desire of de-
priving ~s of ~ch a gratification. It was with a view to this 
that when the First Con8~ introdu.eed the s~bjeot in the little 
oonversation, I had With him on Vond,ay last. at the adienoe, 
it was my object to dwell on the difficulties of the enterprise 
tha.n to gi ve him the least reason to believe we wished to commit 
him, by affecting to diminish the danger. He concluded the 
conversation by saying "Tout cela est vrai, c'est a ce irix q~e 
nous achetons le sar, mais malgri oela il no~s en faut. 1 
Whitwo rth was gl ad to see that the United states was disapPointing 
Napoleon: 
The conduct of America, from whose President everything 
subservient was expected, and by whom it is now foreseen that 
every opposi t ion will be made to the projects ot the French 
Government in that part of the world, and that so far from being 
abl e to gain quiet possession of the Floridas, the settlement 
even of Louisiana may be considered as doubtful. Then comes the 
disappointment in his hopes of subduing st. Domingo.42 
England waited until Bonaparte was suffiCiently embroiled in Saint-
Domingue and then declared war on him. Addington was Prime Minister. 
In one quarter Addington's task was easy. Immediately u.pon 
the signature of peace Napoleon had made the gigantio blunder of 
sending a powerful anny ~t to reconquer St. Domingo. His troop. 
died as fast there as had those of the British; and he was tho-
ro~ghly entangled in a disastrous enterprise when, to his great 
surprise, England declared war upon him. With England's vast 
naval ~periority at his back, no minister could miss the chance 
of outting off the remnant of the Freneh force in Sto Domingo. 
About seven thousand prisoners were taken, very many of them by 
their own entreaty, 80 thoroughly did they loathe servioe in the 
West Indies; and it may be said with little exaggeration that the 
expedition cost France every man, to the number of forty thousand, 
and every ship that took part in it. 43 
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41 Ibid., Whi two rth to Hawkesbu.ry, January 14, 1803, 44-45. (Under-
lining mme.) 
42 ~., Februa ry 28, 1803, 87. 
43 J. W. Fortescue, British Statesmen of the Great War 1793-1814, 
Clarendon Press, OXford. 1911, 169-170. 
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At one time it had been conjectared that Napoleon thought of giving ap 
.. 
the war in Saint-Domin~e and even of restoring Toassaint. 
It is the want of this [ money) which hal nearly determined· 
the First Coneu.l to g1 ve ap the attempt to redu.ce St. Domingo 
to hil obedience. I am assu.red that he hal twice within thiB 
fortnignt resolved to leave it to its fate, and to send back 
Toassaint, towards whom more lenient measure have been adopted. 
However the shame of being defeated in his purpose, although 
the most dangerou.s - for he has to contend with ,ae climate -
has got the better of every other consideration. 
We do not know whether Bonaparte had at that time or ever the slightest 
intention of restoring Tou.ssaint or not, yet even he is said to have admitt 
that he made a mistake when he tried to reconqu.er Saint-Domingue. He is 
qu.oted as saying, later at St. Helena, that he "shou.ld have been content to 
govern throu.gh Toassaint Lou.vertare. tt45 
The influ.ence of Toassaint's action on the United States was far-
reaching. 
Toassaint exeroised on their [United States] history an 
innaence as deoisive as that of any Earopean ru.ler. HiB fate 
placed him at a point wnere Bonaparte needed absolu.te control. 
at. Domingo was the only centre from which the measarea needed 
fo r rebu.Uding the Frenoh colonial system cou.ld radiate. Before 
Bonaparte cou.ld reach Loalsiana he was obliged to crash the 
power of Toassaint.46 
What woald have happened had not General Victor's fleet been kept back 
by ice from sailing to talc.e possess ion of Lou.iBiana? We do not know. How-
ever, we do know that Napoleon's ttfailu.re in thil andertaking (the conqu.est 
44 England and Napoleon in 1803, Whitworth to Hawkesbary, Janu.ary 24, 
1803, 50. (Underl ining mine.) 
45 Nemou.rs, I, 133. 
46 Henry Adams, History of the United States of America du.ring the Ad-
ministration of Thomas Jefferson, Albert and Charles Boni, N. Y., 1930, 
(foDnerly pu.blished by Scribners 1889) Book I, 378. 
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of Saint-DOmingu.~ contribllted to the sale of LOllisiana. to the Unit~d 
States.~7 There is no need here to go into the story of the negotiations 
of the LOllisia.na. Purchase, except to note that they were opened ~ediately 
after Napoleon gave IIp Saint-Domin~e, that is in the April of 1603.48 
A.s the French ships left Saint-Dominglle American ships came back into 
the ports, bllt the trade never recovered its fonner volllme and importance. 
There were three reasons for the decline in American trade with Saini-
Dominglle: first, the embargoes passed in 180S, 1807 and 1808 prohibiting 
trade with her, and secondly, the decline in prosperity of the colony, fol-
lowing on the civil wars and Ilnrest in the now independent Haiti. When the 
embargo was lifted in 1809, trade with Haiti was only "two percent of the 
vallle of goods sold to TOllssaint LOllvertllre alone in 1800. H49 Thirdly: 
dllring the War of 1812 the British managed to absorb most of the trade with 
Haiti, and the United States gradllally lost interest in the cOllntry as its 
prosperity went down Ilnder a allccession of Ilnstable governments.50 
What the United States lost in trade with Saint-Dominglle as a reslllt of 
the fall of TOllssaint LOll.vertllre was more than compensated fo r by the gain 
of LOllisiana., the acqllisition of which wOllld certainly not have taken place 
at that time had not TOllSsaint resisted Bonaparte when and as he did. For 
47 Logan, 112. 
48 llontagu.e, 44. 
49 :Mont&glle, 47. 
50 Logan, 183-187. 
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his own oountry the 1088 of T01lssaint was a catastrophe. We can cOllject1lre 
wha t the S1l0cess of the "Conway Cabal" agains t Washington might have meant 
in the histor,y of the United states. The removal of TOllssaint was like that 
for Saint-Domi~e. Though Dessalines declared the island independent in 
1804, and he and his successors were able to maintain that independence, yet 
they did not seCllre the unity am order necessary for its development. As a 
sign of their wish to make a complete break with the past they changed the 
name of the island to Haiti, s1lpposedly the former Indian name for the 
island. Unfortllnately the reversion to savagery in other respects was not 
merely symbolic, and the former prosperollS French colony was devastated by 
civil wars and misgovernment. The United states did not recognize Haiti 
until 1862, and relations with her have never since been as important to llS 
as they were when the island was known as the "domain of TOllssaint 
LOllverture. tt 
CONCLUSION .. 
The role played by Great Britain and the United states in the riae and 
fall of Toas8alnt Louvertare is one on which we cannot look back withoat 
feelings of regret and shame. Though historians sometime8 rate aa one of 
the few constlQctive transactions of Adams' administration his achievement 
of peace with France in 1801 and congratalate him on having been able to 
steer a steady coarse between both the strong pro-British and the pro-French 
inflaences broagnt to bear on him, yet this sadden shift in policy, which 
meant the calloas a.bandonment ot a former ally to the yengeance ot Bonaparte, 
after his cooperation and the ale of his ports were no longer asefaI to the 
United States in the prosecation of war, seems to us an act sadly lacking in 
jastice and honor. There was no ~estion, then, anfortanately, of a bi-
partisan foreign policy, &8 that was one of the issaes on which Federalists 
and anti-Federalists were sharply divided, so Jefferson and his party did 
not act a8 discreditably, perhaps, in failing to hold to the alliance and . 
support Toussaint. However Jefferson's condact in the affair seema to need 
pages and pages of explanation on the part of the historian, and, "Methinks 
this tellow doth protest too much." The tragiC figare of Toassaint in this 
highly interesting episode of our national history makes it appear yery 
decidedly a "blot on the scatcheon." 
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of Toussaint's incredibly cruel imprisonment and death. 
P~leQS-Sannon, H., Histoire de TOQSsaint Louverture, Imprlmerie Auguste A. 
He raux, Port-aQ-Prince, 1920-1933, 3 volumes. This is the most soholarly 
life of Toussaint that has been PQbl ished, though the aQthor has not 
cited source material available in this country. 
Saint-Remy, Joseph, Vie de TOQSsaint L'OQverture, MOquet, Paris, 1850. 
The mulatto and other prejudices of author are very apparent in this. 
Achievements of Toussaint LOQverture, late general in chief of st. Domingo, 
wi ttl an impartial account of his political conduct, to which is added 
a melancholy and accurate description of the rapacious, tyrranical and 
inhuman conduct of General Leclerc, Wltil his death; also his 
successor's actions until the evacuation of that colony and capture 
by the British in the fall of 1803. Printed for the author 1805. 
This historical curiosity by an e.nonymoQS author evinces sympathy 
with his cause. 
Vinogradov, !natolii, The Black ConSQ1, Viking Press, N. Y., 1935. This 
novelized version of TOQssaint's life, so distorted as to be Wl-
recognisable, is a tedioQs stretch of Soviet propaganda. 
Wax m.all, Percy, The Black Napoleon, Haroourt, Brace, N. Y., 1931. , 
!nother popular life of TOQssaint#lacks aocuracy and understanding 
both of the man and his times. 
3. - GENERAL HISTORIES - PRlMA.RY 
Camfbel1, Dr. John, Naval History of Great Britain including the history and 
Lives of the British Admirals, John Stockdale, London, 1813, Volumes 
VI and VII. He gives an intima. te, almost day-by-day aocount, bu.t in the 
dignified language of his day, of events at sea during the early 
Napoleonio wars. 
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Charlevoix, Pierre F. X., S. J., Histoire de l'i81e ESPagnole o~ de Saint-
Domingue, Fre.n9ois Didot, Paris, Vol. I, 1730, Vol. II, 1731. ~hb is 
the standard a~thority for the earliest period of the island's history. 
Edwards, Bryan, Historical Survey of the Ftench Colony of San Domingo, 
John Stockdale, London, 1801. Edwards, a Jamaica planter, was an eye-
witness of the slave in~rrection, and his description of conditions in 
the colony at that time is one of the best. 
Moreau de Saint Mery, ~ L. E., Description topographique, physique, civile, 
politique et histor.lque de la partie Franyaise de l'isleSmnt-Doming~e, 
Dupont, Paris, 1797, supplements Charlevoix, but is not Such a scholarly 
work. 
Rainsford, Marcus, An Historical Account of the Black Empire of Hayti, 
Comprehending a view of the Principal transactions in the Revolution 
of Saint Domingo with its antient [sic] and modern state, James Cundee, 
London, 1805. The ~thor~ an English officer, had first-hand knowledge 
of his subject, but his is not a work of the same calibre as that of 
Edwards. 
4. - GENERAL HISTORIES - SECONDARY 
Adams, Henry, Histor of the United states of America duri the Administra-
tion of Thomas Jefferson. Albert and Charles Boni, N. Y., 1930. It 
was formerly published by Scribners, 1889.) For a time Considered the 
best critical study of Toussaint and his times, it has now been super-
seded by more modem treatments. 
Fortescue, Sir John W., British statesmen of the Great War 1794-1814. 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1911. This is a brief and brilliant study 
of the leading public figu.res of the day, Pitt~ George III, Grenville, 
etc., and thei r infl. uence. 
Hamilton, John C., History of the Republic of the United states of America 
a8 traced in the WritingS of Alexander Hamilton. Lippincott, PhilBdel-
phia, 18SS, Vol. VII. The author, a descendant of Alexander Hamilton, 
gi vea a veT¥ pro-Hamilton view .of this period. 
Logan, Rayford Whittingham, Diplomatic Relations of the United States with 
Haiti, 1776-1891, Chapel Hill, University of N. C. Press, 1941. One 
of three recent studies of United States diplomatic relations with 
Haiti, this is critical, objective and competent. 
, 
, 
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Monta~e, Llldwell Lee. Haiti and the United States 1714-1938, Dllke~niversity 
Press, Durham, Horth Carolina, 1940. This covers a longer period of time 
in Ollr relations with Haiti than the above and is necessarily shorter 
and more condensed, bllt it is a thorollghly scholarly work. 
Nemollrs, Colonel A., Histoire Mllitaire de la Gllerre d'Independance de 
Saint-Domingae, Berger-LevrQlllt, Paris, Vol. I, 1925, Vol. II, 1928. 
The 8Ilthor, a gradllate of St. Cyr, France'sfamolls training school for 
lonny officers and. a Haitian diplomat, has made a valllabl e Stlldy of 
TOllssaint's milita~ genills. 
Stoddard, T. Lathn)p, The French Revollltion in San Domingo, Houghton Mifflin, 
Boston, 1914. Stoddard traces the events of the insllrrection and rela-
tiona between France and her co loni es. 
Tansill, Charles Callan, United States and Santo Domingo-A Chapter in 
Caribbean Diplomacy l798-18V3, Johns Hopkins, Baltimore 1938. This 
stlldy, pllblished before MOnt~e's and Logan's, is in some way8 the 
best of the three. 
Treu.dley, Mary, The United States and Santo Domingo, 1789-1866, reprinted 
from the JOllrnal of Race Development, Vol. 7. It is regarded a8 the 
"pioneer" Stlldy in United States relations with Haiti. 
5. - PERIODICALS 
James, J. A., "French Opinion as a Factor in Preventing War between France 
and the United States, 1795-1800," American Historical Review, XXX, 
1924. This stlldy emphasizes Jefferson's role in bringing aboat 
Morfontaine. 
Lokke, Carl Ladwig. American Historical Review, XXXIII, 1928. He somewhat 
over emphasizes the part Jefferson played in bringing abollt Napoleon's 
military expedition. 
"Lettre aa:x Espagnoll - .A.mericains," lidinbllr Review, Vol. XIII, 1809. 
Correspondence of Hamilton and Miranda 1798-1799 is given here on 
a proposed joint British-American project of revollltionizing Latin-
America. 
SCiOllt, Llldovic, "Les Conmissaires Sonthonax et Polverel," Reme des 
Q.llesti OIlS histo riqlles, Vol. II,1892. This is a competent stlldy of the 
complexities and intricacies of the French Revollltion and its reaction 
in Saint-Dominglle. 
Tllrner, Frederick Jackson, "The Policy of France towards the Mississippi Val-
ley in the Period of Washington and Adams, tt American Historical Review,X, 
1905.. From the nllmber of re ferenees to it one would judge that this is a 
classic on the sllbject of France and the retrocession of LOllisiana. 
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